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Technical Services in 1962
M,tunrcn F. Teusnn, Professor

School of Li,brary Seruice
Columbia Universit ' t '  New York

rfrHE YEAR r96z saw no startling developments among the technical

I services. "Library pr" came and went, and it is quite possible that
it provided an experience that may be used to advantage in the planning
for any library exhibit at the New York World's Fair in 1964.

The literature of the technical services, however, continues to be con-
cerned with the topics of this annual review. Again, since several specific
areas will be discussed by other writers, this report will deal with the
following: (r) organizational and administrative matters, (z) centralized
processing, (g) documentation, (4) personnel and training, (5) standards,
and (6) quarters and equipment.

O rganizational and A dministratiue Matters

Undoubtedly, the major consideration of organizational and adminis-
trative matters is provided by Wheeler and Goldhor.l The authors of
the volume on Practical Administration of Public Libraries have given
special attention to such areas as the administration of audio-visual ma-
terials, the book collection, order work and cataloging, and binding
and mending. The volume contains a major section which deals with
various administrative aspects o[ the business office and of building prob-
lems. This section includes suggestions of interest to all administrative
officers, including those of units of the technical services.

Wheeler and Goldhor provide summaries of recent studies relating
to the materials, personnel, facilities, and operations concerning the
specific areas. The extent, use, and type of audio-visual materials, for
example, are discussed in some detail. Phonograph records, motion pic-
ture films, filmstrips, and other A-V items are treated. In the chapter
on the book collection, such matters as objectives and policies, budgeting,
the selection process, special problems and nonbook materials, and cus-
tody, weeding, and evaluation are considered. Some of the material in
this chapter is similar to that found in Gertrude Wulfkoetter's Acquisi'
ti,on Worh and Mary D. Carter and Wallace J. Bonk's Building Library
Collections. The chapter on order work and cataloging reviews objectives
of "The Technical Services Department," and a strong case is made
for proper physical conditions as a basis for simplifying methods and
expediting the work of the unit. Order routines, relations with dealers,
and relations with municipal o cers are described briefly. The discus-
sion of cataloging and classification is quite short, and there is a
plea for a reconsideration of "cataloging-in-source." Other details of
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cataloging, such as card duplication, various kinds of catalogs, filing,
assisting users, and the book preparation processes are available. Several
tests (time, work load, and salary costs) are considered, and an effort is
made to set up standards of performance. Since the figures are not spelled
out in terms of various regions of the country, as the authors admit,
they are likely to be questioned. In 196z, it was estimated that a public
library should not spend more than bo cents to order, catalog, and
prepare a volume for use. An order assistant "should be able to handle
r5,ooo volumes a year. A professional cataloger should be able to catalog
and classify about z,boo titles a year, not counting other typical duties."
(p. fof) Actually, in a number of recent surveys it was determined that
proper division of work might well lead to a larger production per
cataloger. Policy and organizational matters, as well as technical con-
siderations involving binding and mending, are treated briefly. There is
brief discussion of the development of centralized processing units,
although the bibliography contains a number of references to installa-
tions. In general, it may be said that the Wheeler and Goldhor treatment
of the technical services is on the conservative side, and tends towards
conciseness rather than detail. Justifiably, the authors have not tried to
repeat material in more specialized works.

C entralized Processing

One of the most important developments in technical services has
been the increase in the number of centralized processing agencies. As
noted in last year's review, there is even an increase in the number
of commercial companies engaged in this activity.

Organizational and administrative matters, among other aspects of
centralized processing, are included in such reports as those of Tauber
and Kingery (Nassau, Long Island, Library System),z Carhart (South-
west Missouri),s Drennan (Idaho),a and a feasibility study by Oehlerts
(Colorado).5 Although there are distinct differences in these several opera-
tions, they all have common problems. The need for acceptance of
standardization and uniformity, the requirement of prompt service, the
question of retrospective buying and cataloging, and the synchronization
of coordinated selection and ordering are matters that appear in all
new installations. It is to be anticipated that eventually patterns of pro-
cedure, equipment, and operations will improve to the extent of increas-
ing the efficiency and usefulness of these systems.

Although completed in 196r, the dissertation of Coburn was made
available in ry62. This project, "A Plan for Centralized Cataloging in
the Elementary School Libraries of New York City," provides a basis for
considering a program for a large group of libraries. The work reviews
the present conditions of cataloging for school libraries in the largest city
of the country, and outlines the factors (organization, personnel, quarters,
equipment, operations, and costs) that require consideration.o

Without becoming over-involved in the Bryant "Memorandum"-
Mumford "Report,"z and Dunkin's discussion of the issues,8 it may be
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said that the comments concern services to the libraries of the nation at
large. Acquisitions, cooperative cataloging, bibliographical projects, union
catalogs, photographic reproduction, and other areas of library activity
are considered. Undoubtedly, there is room for improvement, and if
the "Memorandum" has provided a basis for generating support of a
national library service, then it has been well worth while. The comment
by Dr. Dunkin, after a most useful analysis of the issues, to the eftect
that centralization of services tends to upset the "Rugged Individualist"
apPears to this reviewer to represent a step backward. The tinkering with
centrally and cooperatively-prepared catalog cards by the Rugged Indi-
vidualist may or may not lead to better mouse-traps. Dunkin writes fur-
ther: "Centralized library systems, centralized techniques-they pop up
like mushroorns. It only remains to centralize the centralizers"' The
present writer has deep consideration for the Rugged Individualist,
but only when individualism performs a real service. Professor Dunkin
does the individualist no good by indulging in the flashy generalization
of centralizing the centralizers. The pyramid or the volcano? he asks.
There seems to be more steam in the volcano than in a quiet pyramid'
and the top does not have to blow ofi if there is alert leadership and
professional support of determined needs. There is apparently some
uselulness to volcanoes; the same statement may not hold true for pyra-
mids. Professor Dunkin seems to have been caught between bases.

Documentation and Data Processing

The impact of activity in the field of documentation, which weaves
in and out of the traditional field of librarianship, has been slow in
respect to the usual activities of the technical services. During the year
the ALA appointed an Interdivisional Committee on Documentation,
which includes representatives from the various divisions of the organiza-
tion. The present reviewer is Chairman of this Committee, and he wel-
comes any advice, comment, or information from members of the library
profession in respect to needs and implications.

Another matter of general interest is the publication of. Information
Handling and Science Information: A Selected Bibliography t957-t96r'
edited by PauI Janaske, and prepared by the American Institute of Bi-
ological Sciences (Biological Scrences Communication Project) in coopera-
tion with the American University Center of Technology and Admin-
istration, School of Government and Public Administration.e A total of
r,rzr items are included in the annotated bibliography. The subject index
is a permuted title index, manually produced. This work should be use-
ful to technical services personnel.

The National Science Foundation continues to issue its Current Re'
search and Deuelopment in Scientific Documentati,on.lo The list of proj-
ects includes activities in the fields of communication problems in science,
studies of needs and uses, publication studies and experiments, reader-
ship studies, government research reports, permuted title indexes, other
machine-produced indexes and bibliographies, format studies and experi-
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ments, and new printing techniques. The various educational, industrial,
technical, associational, and private organizations involved demonstrate
the importance that is given to documentation. The important thing for
librarians is to have proper feedback for application to their problems.
and it is hoped that the ALA Interdivisional Committee on Documenta-
tion will make contact with these developments and projects"

The ALA Library Technology Project produced its Third Annual
Report, in June, rg6p,11 and describes work on such matters as binding,
photocopying from bound volumes, microfilm print-out devices, record
players, manuscript-marking ink, the General Binding Corporation's
Model gLD laminator, electric erasers, card stock, film coatings, adhesives
for labeling, book labeling, pamphlet boxes, shipping containers tor
books, archival containers, microfilm finder-reader system, protection
of library property and resources, circulation control, charging system
(Little Giant), and catalog card reproduction. The Project (LTP, as it is
called) is interested in the furtherance of technical applications in li-
braries, and invites suggestions from members of the profession.

fn February, r962, Documentation, Inc., in Washington, issued Tlle
State of the Art of Coordinate Indexing.l2 This is a most useful summary
of studies that have been made of the literature of coordinate indexing.
Such topics as the following are considered: coordinate indexing and
classification theory; vocabulary generation; control, modification and
growth of vocabularies; roles and links; evaluating coordinate indexing
systems; mechanized coordinate indexing systems; implementation of
coordinate indexing (representative facilities); and operating problems
disclosed by operating experience. There is an annotated bibliography.

Related to the general field of documentation and library classifica-
tion is the work of Eric de Grolier, A Study of General Categories Appli-
cable to Classification and Coding in Documentation.r3 De Grolier indi-
cates that the rapid development of information retrieval systems since
the last war has had direct efiects upon the structure of classification
or coding systems for books and documents. The volume not only con-
siders standard systems of classification, such as the UDC, Library of
Congress, Bliss, and Colon, but also systems in various parts of the world.
As a review of the growth of concern for documentation and its prob-
Iems, this is a most useful summary.

Two additional general items relating to documentation may be noted.
These are the revised edition of Marshall Spangler's General Bibliography
on Inf ormation Storage and Retrieual, issued as a number of the Tech-
nical Information Series by the Computer Department of General Elec-
tric, and the basic manual edited by Dr. O. Frank, Modern Documenta-
tion and Information Practices, (The Hague, International Federation for
Documentation).

Much attention has been directed to the development of the
MEDLARS (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System) at the
National Library of Medicine. As he notes in a review of the program,la
Dr. Rogers observes that "At the heart of the MEDLARS is a Honey-
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we-ll-8oo digital compurer." In its first year of operation, ,,MEDLARS
will contain rSo,ooo references; this will be increased by annuar incre-
ments up to the point where over r,ooo,ooo referencer ,"ill be stored on
magnetic tape for searching. The search for one year's store will require
about thirty minutes ." Dr. Rogers also summarizes other develop-
ments in storage and retrieval of information.

Whatever individual visitors to "Library zr" might have thought of
the -operation, it is worth commenting on two reaciions that appeared
during the year. Gordon P. Martin,lb who was local project diiector,
discussed the project in respect to the layman. The fact thal the layman
could operate devices himself was noted as a useful way of introducing
him to the possibilities of mechanical applications to library service. we
only hope that they were not misled in expecting too much at this time.
Sheila Stribleyl6 also described her expeiiences with the project, and
pointed up the relationship of the exhibit to a course in new develop-
ments in mechanized information retrieval. The outline of the course as
given by Dr. Robert Hayes is included in the article.

Mention should be made in this section to Adaanced Data processing
in the Uniaersity Library.rz Supported by a Council on Library Re-
sources, rnc., grant, this work describes the introduction of mechanical
apparatus to academic library ser-vice. In essence, the report discusses
the application of data processing to library operations. The report con-
tains detailed charts of operations in order to show the minutiae of
information flow. The study, made at the university of illinois Library
in chicago, should be helpful as a guide for the examination of specific
aspects of a system.

The University of Minnesora Library School and Center for Con-
tinuation study conducted an Institute on rnformation Retrieval under
the direction of Wesley Simonton. The papers are being published.

Personnel and Training

conferences on library education and training involving the techni-
cal services have been held in various parts of the country during the
year. western Reserve, the University of california at Los Angeles-, the
University of l\finnesora, and Georgia Institute of Technolog!, u-orrg
others, have sponsored programs. The first of these was -oi. getreru-i
in character, and was concerned with the review of the present curricu-
lum and the development of new course structures for the future. The
other three conferences were concerned primarily with information
storage and retrieval, or documentation. rt appears inevitable that the
findings from research, or applications to li6rary procedures of ap-
proaches discovered in documentation generally, should be included in
the curricula of training programs. specific mention may be made here of
Proceedings of the conferen,ces on Training science Information spe-
cialists, October rz-tj, t95t-April rz-r.7, r962, which contain papers
and other documents prepared for sessions at the Georgia rnstituti of
Technology.l8 The publication includes statemenrs of various individu-
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als on training programs in library schools and other units of academic

institutions. The need for short courses and institutes was emphasized

uy lorotrty crosland, General chairman, in her introduction, especially

in ,.universities with strong technical programs and facilities." It would

upp"u, that a detailed anXlysis of the .otrt"nt of all courses would be

desirable at this stage, as well as rer
in relation to the needs of science i

concern of the ALA for a new look
level may be the first step in this direc
is a summary and includes such s
training, undergraduate Programs, graduate Programs, and comments

after tlie Conference. Appendix III ii a resumd of observation on docu-

mentation centers in nngland, France, Gerrnany, the Netherlands' Den-

mark, Sweden, and Poland.
In the growth of any professional activity there-.is a period of trial

and. error uLrd th""" is a'period of an effort to coordinate and crystallize

information. During the year the first specifically design-ated.textbook

on mechanized. information retrieval appeared. This is Kent's work,le

which is prepared for "fifth year graduite work in library schools," for

administr'atois, scientis6, utrd pricticing librarians, for developers of

retrieval systems, for those who- wish to gain an understanding of com-

parable ,yrr.-r, and for commercial oiganizations interested in this
^urea 

of activity. Among the topics treated are definitions.of machine

literature searching, descriptions o:
principles of analysis and searching
iods, language and meaning in retrie
criteria for systems design. An a1
Material for Classroom Use." As r
field, there are limitations in respect to the data included. For example,

no reference is made to Mortimer Taube's later works in coordinate

indexing, nor to the Jaster-Murray-Taube The State ol the Art of Co-

ordinatZ Ind.exing, reierred to earlier as appearing in Februaty, tg6z.
perhaps the timiiig of the publications prevented this. The gathering

of the material fora textbooi in this field should be a starting point for

the members of the profession to call attention to other matters that

might be included in revision. The profession should encourage such

*oik, us a means of aiding its members' understanding of programs'

activities, and results of mechanization in information retrieval.

A passing note may be made to the new edition of the Handbook of

S2teciil Libiarianship and Information Work.2o The work has many

,r.* pu.tr, particula;ly in the area of classification and mechanical aids.

The; is much more reservation on the part of the British in respect to

the actual achievements of mechanized approaches'

With code revision, mechanical aidi, and the other aspects of tech-

nical services undergoing critical examination, teaching.and training

remain constantly ott the hot seat. With the mlny gxperiments in the

field, it is sometimes difficult to keep up with developments in a way
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to prepare the new recmits to the profession to take leading roles. The
Journal of Ed,ucation for Librarianship, in its Winter, 196z, issue, con-
tains papers by Paul Dunkin2l and Carlyle j. Frarey22 (both briefly
noted in last year's review) on technical services training. The same issue
also contains an article by John Boll on "Teaching 'Eficient and Eco-
nomical' Cataloging." Other issues of the Journal contain papers of
interest to technical services personnel. The Fall issue, for example,
contains the "Proceedings of Institute on the Future of Library Educa-
tion" held at \A/estern Reserve University, April z5-28, r96e.

Standards

Operational achievement in the technical services depends heavily
on the development of standards. The construction of standards in
cataloging, classification, binding, photography, or the other areas of
the technical serwices has been sought on a more extensive basis since
the Council on Library Resources, Inc., has provided funds for studies
to the ALA Library Technology Project and other organizaf.ions and
individuals. In LRTS for the Fall, 196z, there is a report on a cost
survey in southern California libraries, including such work areas as
ordering, cataloging, and preparations.2s In the same issue, the Editor
invites other papers on costs and time studies. As has been indicated
many times, such studies are sometimes misused on a cornparative basis.
However, the Southern California Technical Processes Group is to be
commended for its group effort to examine the operations in the various
libraries representd, and the article is most useful in respect to meth-
odology, computation forms, and cost tables.

Relevant to standards as related to machine applications is the paper
by Don R. Swanson2a presented at the meeting of the Association of
Research Libraries at Miami Beach. Although he is speaking about spe-
cific approaches, he provides some useful insights into economics and
the cost of automation. For example, he discusses the possibilities of
identifying a book by machine handling (descriptive cataloging) as
against the work prepared by an individual. He points up the approach
to the problem through greater standardization of publishing practices.
The present practices of publishing make application of automation to
descriptive cataloging "beyond the state of the art of today's most ex-
pensive computing machinery."

Quarters and Equipment

The 6th Annual Report of the Council on Library Resources, Inc.,2s
contains a review of the various projects during the previous year, many
of which are in the areas in the technical services. Some forty grants,
contracts, and other allocations were made. Of the allocations, z5 were for
new projects; r3 for extensions of prior projects. The efiect of mechanical
developments on quarters for the technical services has not yet made
any noticeable dent in library architectural arrangements, but it would
appear that this is a matter that should be before the library profession
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in respect to the buildings of the future. In both the new Cornell Uni-
versity Library and the University of Pennsylvania Library there have
been efiorts to provide adequate space, conveniently placed, for the
technical units.

In the examination of the literature on centralized processing oPera-
tions, one of the recurrent difficulties has been the lack of proper space
for the extensive work that is required. The architectural requirements
for centralized processing units, based on the experience of various tyPes
of services, might well be coordinated in an article for ZRTS. It is quite
appropriate, on the basis of experience of some of the centers, to adaPt
functional building arrangements for the work.

Miscellaneous

A final note should be made of the doctoral dissertation completed
during the year by Helen Joanne F{arrar at Rutgers University. This
deals with "Cooperative Storage Warehouses," 26 and is of interest to
technical services personnel in that it raises questions of operational
costs and storage space devoted to little-used materials. The New England
Deposit Library, the Hampshire Inter-Library Center, and the Midwest
Inter-Library Center are the three types of cooperative storage ware-
houses studied by Harrar. She concludes that (r) the cost of operating
cooperative warehouses is higher than usually indicated in the literature,
(z) the cost of cataloging is lower when simplified cataloging is used,
(3) there is a growing trend away from the demand for off-campus
cooperative storage, and (4) gains achieved by cooperative storage ware-
houses could be secured at lower cost and with greater convenience of
access through identical storage and processing of materials by the
individual libraries. She has raised a number of questions that are
important for administrative consideration in the future.

r. wheerer, Joseph L. and Goldhor, #:::;r, ical Ad,mini,stration of Pubtic Li'
braries. New York, Harper and Row [196:].

z. Tauber, Maurice F. and Kingery, Robert E. The Central Technical Processing of
the Nassau Library System. Hempstead, N. Y., The Nassau Library System, 196z.

3. Carhart, Frances D. Southuest Missouri Li.brary Seruice, Inc.: A Study in Coopera-
tiue Centralized Technical Sentices. Chicago, ALA, 196:.

4. Drennan, Henry. T "Technical Services in Idaho." PNLA Quarterly, z6:15o-58.
Apr i l ,  r96z.

5. Oehlerts, Donald E. A Study to Determine the Feasibility of Establislzing a Co-
operatiae Technical Processing Program and, Direct Transmission of Interlibrary
Loans. Denver, Assoc. of State Institutions of Higher Education in Colorado, 1962.

6. Coburn, Louis. I Plan for Centralized, Cataloging in the Elementary School Libraries
of Neu York City. Ed.D. Dissertation, New York University, 196r.

j. Fryar't, Douglas W. "Memorandum to The Honorable Claiborne Pell." Cambridge,
Harvard University Library, l\{ay r, 196z; Mumford, L. Quincy. Report of the
Librarian ol Congress on the Bryant Memorandum. Washington, Submitted to the

Joint Committee on the Library, September, 196z (In tl:,e Congressional Record,
October z, 196z, and reprinted in the Antiquarian Boohman, October zz' ry62).

8. Dunkin, Paul S. "Pyramid or Volcano?" Library Journal, SS:5t-57, January r, t963.
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g. Janaske, Paul, ed. Infotmation Hund.ling and, Science Information: A Selected
Bibliography, t957-r96r. Washington, Arnerican lnstitute of Biological Sciences,
r96 : .

ro. National Science Foundation. Current Research and' Deuelopment in Scienti'fic
Documentation, No. ro. Washington, I\{ay, 196z.

rr. ALA. Library Technology Project. Third Annual Report for the Period Ending

lune 3o, t962. Chicago, 196z.
rz. Jaster, Josephine J., Murray, Barbara R., and Taube, Mortimer. The State of the

Art of Coord,i,nate Indexing. Prepared for the Office of Science Information Service,
under Contract No. NSF-C-47. Washington, I)ocumentation, Inc', February, rg6e.

Preliminary ed.
r3. Grolier, Eric de. A Stud,y ol General Cutegories Applicable to Classi'fcati'on and'

Coding in Documentatiorz. Paris, UNESCO, r96z.
r4. Rogers, Frank B. "stresses in Current Medical Bibliography." The Neu England

Journal of Med,i,ci.ne, 267:704-708. October 4, ry62.
r5. Martin, Gordon P. "Implications of Library 2t." (Jnesco Bulletin for Libraries,

16:gor-3o5. November-December, r962.
16. Stribley, Sheila. "A Minnesotan at 'Library zt.'" Minnesota Li'braries, 2oi226-32.

December, r962.
r7. Schultheiss, Louis A., Culbertson, Don S., and Heiliger, Edward M., Aduanced'

Data Processing in the (iniuersity Library. New York, the Scarecrow Press, 196z.
t8. Proceedings of the Conferences on Training Science Informati.on Specialists, Octo-

ber tz-r j, t96t-April zz-r j, t962. Dorothy Crosland, General Chairman. Atlanta'

r96z.
rg. Kent, Allen. Textbook on Mechanized Informati,on RetrieaaL New York, Inter-

science, r96z.
zo. Ashworth, Wilfrid, ed.. Handbooh ol Special Librarianship and' Inlormation Work'

sd ed. London, Aslib, r96z.
zr. Dunkin, Paul S. "The Development of Technical Services Training." Jounul ol

Education lor Librarianship, z:rz3-rgr. Winter, r96z.
zz. Frarey, Carlyle J. "Implications of Presenr Trends in Technical Services for Library

Instruction," Journal of Education for Librarianship, z:r3z-r49. Winter, 196z.

23. MacQuarrie, Catharine. "Cost Survey: Cost of Ordering, Catalog-in8, and PrePara-
tions in Southern California Libraries," LRTS,6t937-25o. Fall, 196z.

24. Swanson, Don R. "Library Goals and the Role of Automation," Minu'tes ol the
Sixteenth Meeting of the Association of Research Libraries, Miami Beach, Fla.,

June 16, 1916z; also in Special Libraries, EZi466-47r. October, 1962.

2b. C,ouncil on Library Resources, Inc. 6th Annttal Report Ior the Period

June 1o, tg6e.Washington, 196z.
26. Ifarrer, Helen Joanne, Cooperatiue Storage Warehouses (Processed as a

AFOSR e6r5) fh.D. dissertation, Graduate School of Library Service,
University, r96z).

Ending

project,
Rutgers
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Acquisitions and Resources; Highlights
of 1962

DonorHv Bnvrs, Associate Di'rector
Schoo| of LibrarianshiP

[Jniaersity of Washington

T IBRARIANS HAVE LONG been familiar with Helen Haines' re-
l) mark that fiction "reflects the activities, the complexities, the human,

social, and moral problems, the satisfactions and inquietudes of the

modern world with a more pervasive radiation than any other form of

writing." And we have recently had the more abrasive remark by John
Pine, ;Literature in the zoth century nleans fiction, just as in other times

it has meant poetry or drama. Perhaps it is not too much of an exaggera-
tion to ruy thut wiren the library piofession gets over its sanctimonious
belief in ihe eflicacy of knowledge . . and begins to discover, or redis-

cover, the power and delight of. belles lettres, it will have finally begun to

mature." l

The "information" as well as the "Power and delight" is argued in

a sociologist-anthropologist's article, "southeast Asia; Problems of In-

formation Retrieval" in The American Behauioural Scientist. Donn V.

Hart, professor at Syracuse University, details the difficulties, bibliogra-

phic, locational, language and human, of securing soulce materials in the
-countries 

which have been "rediscovered in the Past two decades."

Among the most evasive primary materials are the novels which are

vital in that they "suggest new avenues of research in the broadening

scope of the current inalysis of Southeast Asian cultures." Mr' Hart's

res6arch shows that the number of novels with Southeast Asia settings

written by Asian and Euro-Americans numbers in the thousands, yet no

library in this country has more than a scattering of them. In these

novels, poorly written as many of them may be, is information which

cannor Le found elsewhere about a way of life, with psychological in-

sights as to attitudes, manners, customs, and culture.

Given the new research designs of social science, novels must be regarded as
primary sources of information. In science, there is both a strategy of proof and
i strategy of discovery. In our 'fascination for natural science' the immense im-
pott"rr.e of Southeast Asian novels in the strategy of discovery should not be
overlooked.

Mr. Harr's bibliography emphasizes another realm of possibility to the

librarian interested in building central and periphery materials in areas

difficult to collect.
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Asia

"Social Research in Southeast Asia" is the subject of the June, 196z,
special issue of The American Behauioral Scientist and one of its features
is the article, "Libraries and Bibliographies" which lists American
libraries with Southeast Asia collections. American libraries with im-
portant general Asia collections, and selective bibliographies pertaining
to Borneo, Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Viet Nam, Indochina, Indonesia,
Malaya, the Philippines, and Thailand. The bibliographies and abstracts
were designed according to a unique plan of compilation which could
be adapted to materials from many subject fields and for which method
a careful explanation was given.

American Documentation, luly, 196z, continues the discussion of
resources in Southeast Asia by describing the activities of the Science
Cooperation Office established by UNESCO, which include a program of
scientifi.c research, the establishment of science documentation centers,
the publication of proceedings and newsletters, and most Particularly,
the appearance of the Bibliogra|hy of Scientifi.c Publications of South
and Southeast Asia. Entries for this bibliography are published by the
New Delhi and Djarkata Science Offices while printing and publishing
are done by Insdoc (the Indian National Scientific Documentation
Centre.) The article on the activities of Insdoc contains information
about the bibliographies for which this Centre is responsiblg including
the Zzst of Current Scientific Literature and the plans of Insdoc for its
expansion. The November, 1962, issue of Library Journal, guest edited
by Paul Bixler, provides comment, some of it by native librarians, on
the specifics of library resources, materials and publications in Burma,
Taiwan, Communist China, Korea and East Pakistan. Indonesia has
moved bibliographically forward with its pilot project of an Interlibrary
Locating Scheme, its National Clearing Center for Scientific and Tech-
nical Information, and its National Bibliographic Center. North Korea'
and Communist China calTy on a large exchange of publications with
the U.S.S.R., while the National Central Library of Taiwan is strongly
active in its exchange program with over 5oo institutions in more than

5o countries and has sent out nearly as much material as it has received.
Taiwan is bibliographically active as well, with the compilation in
Chinese of. its National Bibliography and Union Catalog of Local His'
tories, while in English it publishes the Monthly List of Chinese Boohs.

A massive contribution toward the identification of Japanese scien-
tific publications is now under way by the Japan Society for the Promo-
tion of Science, which is collaborating with the Science Information
Section of the Japanese Ministry of Education in the updating and inte-
gration of the two publications, Directory ol Research Institutes and
Catalogue of Le'arned Societies in lapan. This will form one English
language directory which will list over 4oo societies and z8oo labora-
tories, giving full information about their subjects and publications. In
a slightly different category, the Japan Library Association and the Com-
mittee on Japanese Reference Books of the International House Library
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at Harvard in April, 196z, planned the filming of Chinese newspapers
and periodicals, ieported thit the Burton-Wu Sources for the Study of

ContZmporary China, and the Index Sinicus are nearly completed, and

that approximately 2,ooo titles in Chinese and Japanese will appear in

the third edition of the (Jnion List of Serials.
One of the greatest aids to the identification of Japanese serials has

been issued in i96z by the Library of Congress, Japanese Scientific and

Technical Seriat Publi,cations in the Collections of the Library of Con'
gress, which lists both current and noncurrent titles and contains two

Jections: one devoted to serials in western languages and the other to

serials in the Japanese language.
Books, newspapers, and magazines are now being received by twenty-

three United Staies university libraries which have South Asia and
Middle East research centers from the pilot project to purchase library
materials from India, Pakistan and the United Arab Republic under
Public Law 48o. One of the most valuable parts of the program is that
the majority of materials received are immediate, with 196r and 196z
dates, including government documents, speeches of political leaders,
current laws and debates, census reports, monographs, serials, and the

like.
Further interest has been shown by the United Arab Republic Gov-

issue of the Arabic "Library World."

u.s.s.R.
Cooperation, exchange, and publication, especially within the field

of science, have marked 196z and U. S. relationship with the U'S.S.R.

Increased access to mathematical materials for both Soviet and United

States mathematicians has resulted through the generously-enlarged terrns

of the American Mathematical Society and the Library of the Academy

of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., each country honoring the requests of the

other for subscriptions to difficult-to-obtain mathematical journals and
book series.

A short article
"Acquiring Soviet

' r44

in the April, r962, issue of. Special Librart'es on
Literature" by Beverly Archer of Battelle Institute
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gives practical advice as to dealers and sources. The Library of Congress

Is responsible for the publication of the annotated bibliographf lwi1ft
mosr;f the listed -ut.-riulr available in L.C.) "souiet Science and Tech'

in photostat or microfilm.'Added 
stimulus to cooperation is being achieved during the latter

part of 196z and the first part of 1963 by an exchange of technical book

ixhibits 6.t*.". the U.S.S.R. and the-United States. Some to,ooo Russian

titles will be shown in New York, Chicago, and Detroit and possibly

other sites. USIA selected the American titles to tour Russia and super-

vised arrangements for the preparing and processing of an exhibit

extended to other subject fields.2

Latin America

Latin America continues to be an area of extreme bibliographic

interest. Publications, reports of seminars, buying trips, and articles

indeed, for history, for custom, for culture-but that the novel, ex:e-pt

for those publishld in Mexico or Argentina, was usually financed by

the author', himself; its distribution complicated by restricted geographi-
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cal-copyrights; its life exp€ctancy, no matter what irs quality, one of
early oblivion. In any oJ the bibliographies published by the counrries
he visited, novels were seldom includ6d.a

A small aid to this discouraging situation for Latin American authors
is the r96z beginning.of a new quirrerly, the Odyssey Reuieu, published
by the non-profit Latin American and fu,.,.op.u., Liierary soiiity which
contains zoo. pages in English translarion oi short stories, essayi, plays,
and poems in each issue, selected from two Latin American and. two
European 66unhls5-"continuous coverage of its best new writing."
The Latin American countries so far reprEsented are peru, puerto Riio,
Argentina, and Brazil.

LACAP carries on its acquisition activities, now well established by
th.e, opening oj a permarenf office headquarters in Bogota, Colombia,
with the travels of a Latin American repiesentatio", urri the continued
travels of Dr. Nettie Lee Benson and Dominick Coppola. The fifth
LACAP catalog, Latin america,was devoted to Bolivia,thile, colombia,
costa Rica, Mexico, and venezuela, and contained. more than r,5oo
!tle.s. { special series has been inaugurated by stechert-Hafner, "New
Latin American Books," which is an advance'checkrist of newly-pub-
lished titles acquired under LACAP.

one of the different approaches to the securing of the materials of
Latin America has been takbn by uNESCo, which"since ryb4 has senr a
microfilming unit ro paraguay, panama, El Salvador, tiJid,r.ur, the
caribbean rslands, Peru, and chile. Materials to be copied are chosen
by each gounlrY, the positive print left in the county urra ,fr. negarive
placed with the Pan American rnstitute of Geograpiry and HistJry in
|{e1ico which is a part of the organization of-American states. The
Institute -a-y slpply copies to reseirch workers upon request. This ap-
proach can harclly be called mass distribution, an-d .""tuin countries of
origin require their own terrns; but copies of materials can be secured
whereas until the microfilm unit made them available, their actual
existence was unknown.a

official oAS documents may now be ordered in a Microcard edition
through an agreement with the pan American Union, the OAS, and
Microcards, Inc. Materials other than those which are official. but in
subject fields in the "Recent Books" list of the quarterly Reuista Inter-
?*r:i!!"!.de-Bibliograffia arc soon to be regularly issued on Mioocards
by Falls City Microcards.

Latin American countries themselves are bibliographicaily at work.
tlruguay, for_January-April, r962, has issued a curren"r nationai bibliogra-
phical record, the first.since_its predecessor lapsed in r94g. Bio-bibliog-
raphies of authors are included it the end which -uy ti"io progress to
the "lost books" of Mr. Bourjaily. The newly creited ass6ciation of
Puerto Rican librarians_ is responsible for its Spanish-language official
Boletin which conrains book rbviews and news notes of p""rtilttirrg.

F ichero Bibliografico- H ispanoamericano,continues its quarterl/cov-
erage of books published in the Spanish-speaking parts of Litin America,
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as well as works in Spanish published in Canada, Btazil, European
possessions within the Caribbean, and the United States. A Guide to
Current Latin American Periodi.cals; Humanities and Social Sciences,
by Irene Zimmerman annotates and evaluates some 7oo titles presently
alive in Latin America, the United States, Canada, and the West Indies.
Scientific and technical current periodicals are covered by the Pan
American Union's annotated Guide to Latin American Scientific and
Technical Period,icals. The Center of Latin American Studies of the

University of California, Los Angeles, has launched on a regular monthly
basis a new abstracting service to make available in summaries, the
material relating to Latin America that can be found in a large number

of periodicals within the diverse coverage of. Latin America in Period'ical
Literature.

The Seventh Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library
Materials (SALALM), held in Junef presented working papers on p9b-
lications, bibliographies, and acquisition problems of Central America

and panama, aJ wel1 as reports on current Latin American bibliogra-
phies, exchange centers, and progress on the recommendations made in

ihe first six Seminars. The liJting of bibliographies in existence and in

progress is particularly helpful in its report frg, Resolutions.s

Africa

Africa is a second area highlighted in the American Behaaioural
Scienti,st, which devoted its entire April, 1962, issue to various phases of
the continent and its people. Significant field studies, a few classic works
on African scholarship, and some investigations of hitherto unexplored
subjects are listed in an annotated bibliography. Luther Evans con-
tributes "IJnesco's Publications Dealing With Africa," and a four page
section lists "United Nations Source Materials for the Study of Africa"'

The American Behaaioural Sci,entist is a periodical that no librarian
can afford to miss, Its recent issue on the evaluation of encyclopedias was
a landmark.

The Franklin Publications survey trip to Ghana and Nigeria in 196r
provided information as to education, book needs, and indigenous pub-
lishing. Franklin now plans to expand its geographic operations and to
establish branches in Ghana, Nigeria, and West Africa, this proE;ram
encouraged by a five-year Ford Foundation grant.

Directly in relation to acquisitions is the establishment of a Standing
Conference on Library Materials On Africa in the United Kingdom to
(r) facilitate the acquisition and preservation of library materials needed
for African studies and (z) assist in the recording and use of such ma-
terials. Some of the projects of the Conference are already in prepara-
tion.6

Further bibliographies of Africana are of note (the Library of Con-
gress bibliographies listed in the Panofsky article Africana in the Winter
issue of ZRTS will not be repeated here), particularly "Africa: a Selected
List of Recent Books" by the Detroit Public Library, the Africana News-
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Bibliographies and Catalogs-W orld Ouer

The list of announced bibliographies, bibliographies in preparation,
and new editions or reprints of bibliographies no longer availa6le could
make an article in itself. Kraus, G. f<. Hall, Battery paik Book Company,
various university and special libraries, the Clio press, Stechert-H;fner,
the New York Public Library, foreign publishing houses and govern-
m.ltl, and other groups are artempting to make the knowledge of the
world and the publications of all time and all places accessible to all
persons in the world-a gargantuan task which needs, more than ever,
survey and study to determine who is doing what, the most effective
methods of approach, and rhe mosr appropriate divisions within bibliog-
raphic organization.

Translation

the International Organization for Standardization in June, 196z, at
Paris. Such reference books as Jerrold Orne's The Language of the Foreign
Book Trade are published by the American Library Association. IFiA
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and FID continue their studies and the work of their committees, the

dustries, universities, Societies, and other non-government organrzatrons
here and abroad. All material collected by the Center is made available
for the cost of reproduction and is listed in the semi-monthly journal

Technical Translations which also has a section devoted to "Translations

in Process."
Index Translationtr,m remains "one of the encouraging signs of the

growth of collaboration between nations," but an analysis of its East-West

iommunications in its r3th annual volume as done by Robert Collison

in the November-December issue of the I/NESCO Library Bulletin

zations in the United States. Russian, German, and Japanese are recog-

nized as the three languages to be emphasized in future translation, with

Chinese strongly emergent.
A happy listing for American libraries is issued at small price by the

New Yoili Public Library, Havvest From Europe: Modern Literature in

Translation, which includes some of the best fiction and literature in

translation from France, Spain, Russia, Italy, Gerrnany, and Scandinavia
and a section of children's books from Europe'

Cooperation

indicating the rapid turnover of materials but also carrying the warning
that the Do Not Want lists should be destroyed by the end of the year
as the very surplus materials of today may be the desiderata of tomorrow.
It is hoped that foundation support will still make possible the establish-
ment of a western branch of USBE.

Most significant in the life of the Farmington Plan is the decision of
ARL to incorporate and establish a headquarters secretariat in Wash-
ington, D. C. Among its other responsibilities, the new office will assume
the activities of the Farrnington Plan Office and be able to give more
assistance to the Farmington Plan Committee as its activities continue
to expand.

The Inter-Library and Bibliographic Centers actively carry on their
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services. MILC lists its deposits, the action on its purchase proposals,
and its circulation statistics in which miscellaneous serials head the list.
Membership in MILC has been opened to any research library regardless
of geographic location, and therefore its cooperative program and bene-
fits are widely extended. The Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. now
supplies the Center with one copy of each of its publications as soon as
issued. MILC has also received a unique collection of microfilms of news-
papers and periodicals published on the Chinese mainland since r95o,
and it expects to keep the collection current. The Scientific Journals proj-
ect has been significantly expanded, and at least forty per cent of the
titles are not known to be held in any other library in the U. S.

Libraries throughout the country inaugurated or continued coopera-
tive plans of various sorts. Nearly all have a policy for division of sub-
jects in acquisitions as well as cooperative use of materials, inter-library
loan, and technical procedures. The newly formed Mid-America State
Universities Association is exploring ideas for divided subject purchase.
Sixteen northern California county libraries have developed a unique
"decentralized cooperative system" to supply service in which each of
the libraries has a special assignment. Warehouse deposit gives housing
to materials not in demand, area resources are built through cooperative
book selection and purchase and have been placed in member libraries
according to their specializations. Inter-library borrowing is encouraged
and a private line teletype makes it quickly possible.

The Arkansas Foundation of Associated Colleges has reached the
stage of need for an evaluation of its library cooperation system and
has received a grant from the Council on Library Resources for a study
to be made of the division of its responsibilities in the acquisition of
books, the sharing of its collection, and the entire widening of its co-
operative program.

Originating in Sweden, the Scandia Plan now reaches beyond its
native country into Denmark, Finland, and Norway, represents coopera-
tion between research libraries and public libraries which divide separate
responsibility in the area of the humanities. Each library, whether in
Denmark, Sweden, Norway, or Finland, assumes the obligation of sys-
tematically acquiring material, old and new, in the subject allocated and
acts as a bibliographic center with a liberal interlibrary loan policy.
The hope of the Scandia plan is to involve the libraries of more coun-
ries, to reduce duplication, and to move successively into the fields of
science and social science. A similar plan, based on Scandia, has been
proposed for the consideration of the Public Libraries Section of IFLA
and the Technical Universities Libraries Section suggested the coopera-
tion of its members to a "Farmington Plan" based upon the principles
of the Scandia Plan.e

The UNESCO Library Bulletin in its issues directly facilitates irrter-
national exchange and distribution of free materials by the regular lists
in which libraries in various countries report their wants and their
offers.
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The Uncommon

Rare book interests have been stimulated by conferences, book fairs,

and exhibits during the year. The Fifth Antiquarian Book Fair was

held in London in June, and the Antiquarian Booksellers met in Basel

in September. The" University of California, Los Angeles, created a

unique exhibit with the cooperation of the Antiquarian Booksellers of

Calitornia who provided the rare books, sample. catalogs, h-istories of

their shops, and iypographic keepsakes. This exhibit and the idea behind

it brought rogerh;; ibririans and booksellers with an observing pubtic

and eniouragid utt understanding appreciation among the three' The

third New York Antiquarian Book tiir was held in New York in April,

and the second califoinia Book Fair was held in san Francisco in octo-

ber. The first German Antiquarian Book Fair occured in Hamburg in

February, while the Third Annual Peurro Rican Book Fair in New York

City in September showed many first editions of Americana. The Rare

Book section of the ACRL Division of ALA used as its theme "Book

Illustration" for its meetings pre-ALA in June, at the University of

Miami. Papers from these various fairs, conferences, and exhibits have

appeared in professional literature and the news notes of them in the

Aitiquarian 
-Boohman 

are particularly valuable. An intriguing an--

,rorrrr."-"rrt during the year was that Israeli and Russian libraries will

exchange photographed copies of rare books "on a cultural basis'"

Repiints of 
-raie 

Ameiicana will be made available through the

auspicis of a new publishing venrure, the "Americana Classics" series,

euidrangle Books, Inc., in which the State Historical Society of Wiscon-

sin will 
*."op".ut" 

by locating original editions of desired items, de-

termining whether or not they can be reproduced, and, if so, the contents

will be copied in facsimile with a new title page and historical informa-

tion.e

Uniaersity Presses

The Association of American University Presses met in Palo Alto in

June and welcomed new members from Canada and Mexico. Interna-

iional interest was emphasized throughout and approval voted of efiorts
of the International Cooperation Committee to establish an active Inter-
American scholarly cooperation program. A resolution in support of
the Florence Agreement was voted and attention drawn to the use-survey
of the publication, "Scholarly Books in America."

Scholarly publishing needs of the Pacific Basin were studied during
the Trans-PaCific Conference on Scholarly Publishine held in Honolulu
in June after the AAUP meeting. This was the first conference sponsoted
by"the East-West Center, the University of Hawaii Press, the Bishop

Museum Press, and the Academy of Fine Arts. Representatives of ten

Pacific Basin nations attended for the purpose of plans for expansion

of scholarly publishing by both commercial and non-cornmercial means

within the Basin, and to facilitate exchange of publications among

scholars. The proposed progtam included the encouragement of transla-
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tions from English into local languages, presentation to libraries of
materials, compilation of regional bibliographies of scholarly books, and
other ideas of promotional and acquisitional import.

Distribution

Random F{ouse (including, of course, the imprints of Alfred Knopf
and Pantheon Books) has introduced a direct service plan reminiscent of
the "Greenaway" plan, called the "Random lfouse Library PIan" whjch
supersedes all previous library plans of the three houses. Each member
library may choose the first plan, contracting to receive one copy of all
adult publications of the three excepr Vintage Books, Modern Library
reprints, and textbooks without trade edition, for $zz5 for six months.
The second plan is termed the "Highlight Program" in which rhe mem-
ber library contracts to receive adult titles "essential to every library
collection" chosen by Random's Library Department, for $95 for six
months. Under either plan, libraries may buy additional copies at 2b7o
discount.lo

The argument of publisher versus jobber has become articulate in
1962, and the Purdue libraries have made a comparative evaluation in
terms of their own experience in the use of both in relarion to the prob-
lems of delivery time, discount, and advantages in processing. As a result,
the Purdue libraries have decided to order only current popular titles
through jobbers, while orders for other American books in print will be
placed directly with the publisher. Other libraries feel strongly thar
they would be handicapped by the loss of jobbers' services; more study
is needed here.

Costs and Figures

The Library Services Branch of the Office of Education has issued a
two page supplement to its 196r release, Cost of Library Materials In-
dexes, both of which will be superseded by a new publication in 1963.
The new supplement deals only with periodical pricis as book cosrs now
appear in the January Publishers' Weehly. The consistent "budget-break-
ing" trend is upward, with serials in psychology, medicine, chemistry
and physics leading to the doubling point in rhe uptrend. Frorrr rg47-

Hew Indicators in December, 196:, contained some startling facts
about the 825 public libraries in the United States serving populations
of over B5,ooo. These library holdings in 196o were over rgo.5 million
volumes; nearly 455 million volumes were circulated; and staff members
equaled 35,ooo, of which one-third were professionals; their operating
expenditures were in excess of r94 million; and capital outlays amounted
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to nearly Bb million-and yet, their resources were actually on a per
capita basis of only r.r7 volumes-far below standard. To provide the
rninimum ALA standards, their library collections would have to expand
by ,g 7o, their stafi would have to increase by zz/o, and their operating
expendituresby 4z/, More detailed information on these figures may be
obtained from the publications of the Library Services Branch of the
Office of Education, Library Statistics, for November 196r, March and
May, r96z.

Reports filed by the state libraries with the Office of Education reveal
comparative figures on expenditures for books and materials from 1957
through 196r. In rg57, such expenditures totalled $2,o44,634 and in
196r, $7,gg4,552; while operating expenses had moved from over five
mill ion to over zz mill ion. In 196o-6r, sixty-two per cent of r95r colleges
and universities reported collections of less than 5o,ooo volumes, and
86/o of the libraries in two year institutions of higher education had
Iess than 2o,ooo volumes-each seriously substandard.

The Library Services Branch is planning a data-flow project which
will make uniform and consistent sur-veys for all public library systems,
college and university, state and special libraries, so that the research
and statistical needs of librarians may be met and a "national data bank"
may result which will help librarians and others to know where and how
adequate library service has been accomplished and what can be done
to bring it about where it does not exist. Studies of materials and costs
will be of primary importance. A college and university survey for 196z
is now in progress and expected to be released in early spring, 1963.13

Cost indexes are not limited to the U. S. alone. The Cost of Library
Materials Index Committee of the Acquisitions Section of RTSD in

July, 196z, accepted plans to publish a cost index of West German publi-
cations, one for Danish books, another for Mexican books, and to con-
tinue the index for rare books.

Grants

The Council on Library Resources has, in the year 196z, fulfilled its
obligation to assist means of bibliographic access by a number of grants
for new or continued efforf. The National Union Catalog of Manuscript
Collections has been published as have ttre Guide to Photocopied His-
torical Manuscripts, the report on a Numerical Code for Identifying
Current Trade Publications, the Bibliogral1hical Control ol Microforms,
and others. A grant was made for a study of the feasibility of a Caribbean
Bibliographic Center and another to form a plan for a current book
selection service for college libraries to commence publication in 1963.
Closely related to the collecting of resources is their preservation, and a
sampling study of the amount of research materials in libraries and their
status aJ to deterioration proved that further support should be given
for investigation. The experimental publication on Microcards of the
journal Wild,life Disease, financed by a joint grant with the National
Science Foundation, will be continued and the possibilities of telefac-
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simile which might revolutionize the future of interlibrary loan is being
explored.la

The Council on Library Resources performs a special service in the
library world, but not forgotten and no less important are other grantors
such as the Rockefeller Foundation, Ford Foundation, Carnegie Corpora-
tion, Knapp Foundation, National Science Foundation and the numer-
ous institutes and foundations as well as industries and Private companies
which open avenues of possibility for the development of library re-
sources.

Publications

A significant addition to the literature of acquisitions appeared in
late 196r but it is important enough to be highlighted again-Acquisi-
tions Work; Processes Inuolued in Building Library Collections, by Ger-
trude Wulfekoetter, Assistant Law Librarian of the University of Wash-

cedures.
American Library Resources, A Bibliographical Guide/Supplement

r95o-t95r, by Dr. Robert B. Downs with the aid of a grant from CLR

comparable period in American history."
The same ten year period in bibliography is chronicled with world-

wide content in Robert Collison's "Bibliographical Seruices throughout
the World, r95o-r9" published by UNESCO, in which bibliographical
activities of each counttv and territorv are summarized. Again for world-
wide interest is the IFLA sponsored, Guide Io (Jnion Catalogs and In-
tentational Loan Centers, compiled by Leendert Brummel and E- Egger,
a r96r publication issued by Ni'ihofi.

Two listings of specialized materials are the much needecl Guide
to Microforms in Print from Microcard Editions, Inc., which itemizes
all publications available in microreproduced form from commercial
publishers in the United States, and Jane Clapp's Museum Publications
from Scarecrow Press which for the first time makes available in one
bibliography the popular and scientific publications in print of museums
in the fields of anthropology, archaeology, and art. It is expected that
other volumes will follow for other subjects.

In September, 196z, Volume I, number t of American Notes and
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Queries, edited by Lee Ash, came into being-the fourth of its name
since r8rf. It not only contains book ancl reading notes, but reference
works in progress are described and reviews of books not usually covered
in other reviewing media. Long life to this seriest And a work which
may very well be mentioned in Noles and Queries is the Winter, 1963,
journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Daedalus, which
is a special issue titled, "The American Reading Public." Reuben Brower,
Marshall Best, Dan Lacy, Jason Epstein, and others well equipped have
written, "Book Reading and the Reading of Books," "The Book in
Search of a Reader," "Some Animadversions on Current Reviewing,"
"American Book Publishing: Hazards and Opportunities," and other
chapters informative and provocative. This is a journal not to be missed!

It is obvious that a "summary article" for library acquisitions and
resources for an entire year is no longer a possibility. The best that one
can do is to "tick off" a few highlights as year by year the coverage be-
comes more international. The statement, "Cooperation must aim at
placing book resources of the whole country at the disposal of every
citizen" must stretch its meaning to "the citizens of the world"-and this
is exactly what the libraries of the world are trying to do.

r. Library Journal,8T:3, February r, ,nl"*-"*t^"ut
z. U.C.L-A. Librarian, February 23, r96r.
g.  Publ ishers '  Weekly,  r77:r5.  Apr i l  r r ,  r96z.

4.  UNESCO Bul let in lor  L ibrar ies,  16:4.  July-August ,  r962.

5. Seventh Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials, f9.
Resolutions, tg6z.

6 .  L i b r i ,  r z : 3 ,  196z

7. UNESCO. Bibliography, Documentation, Terminology. z:6. November, tg6z.

8. ASLIB Proceedings, re:3. r96z.
q.  Publ ishers '  Weehly,  r8z:2.  July g,  196z.

ro.  L ibrary Journal ,  ST:zz.  December r5,  r96z.
tt. College and Research Libraries z9:6, November, 196z.
r:. U.S.Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, Library

Services Branch. Library Senrices, ed. by Assistant Secretary Wilbur Cohen and

John Lorenz. (ditto copy used for December, 196z EIEIT)
r3. Schick, Frank. Data-Flow Project (photostat copy of article which was basis for

"An Approach to a National Statistics Plan" A.L.A. Bulletin. January' t9'63.

r4. Council on Library Resources, Inc. Sixth Annual Report, rg0z.
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1962' On the Road
Paur- S. DuNxtN, Professor

Graduate School of Library Seraice
Rutgers-T he State U niversitY

New Brunswi,ch, N. J.

ES, DEAR READER, we are whizzing down the pike again. Well,
at least, we have begun to move.

Lo these many years Catalog Code Revision has been one of our
chief jobs. But for more than 18 months we had dragged our feet. For
one thing, our Editor, Seymour Lubetzky, had heard the magic song
of the Lorelei of Teaching, and he could give the Code little time. And
there was the IFLA Paris Conference on Cataloging Principles to pre-
pare for and to wait for; we did nor want to do anything final which
might go drastically against internarional agreement.

When we did not drag our feet ourselves, we found them dragged
for us. The Library of Congress and the Association of Research Li-
braries had begun to sputter about the cosr of using the Code we had
in mind; it would be love's labor lost if we were to grind out a Code
that would not be used. And always there was cash-or, more precisely,
the lack of cash. Could we talk the Council on Librarv Resources out
of some? Well, maybe. . . .

At Midwinter r96z the Catalog Code Revision Committee considered
the IFLA Paris Statement which had been the result of inrernational
agreement at Paris in October 196r. The Committee adopted the State-
ment with some dozen relatively minor changes felt necessary for cata-
loging in this country (See ZRTS, Spring 1962, p. 16r-17r). Also at this
time Seymour Lubetzky resigned as Editor because he no longer had the
time available to get out the Code by our deadline. The CCS Executive
Committee asked Sumner Spalding to take on the assignment. At Miami
last summer the Library of Congress and the Association of Research
Libraries were able to agree on what they wanted the Code not to do,
and the Catalog Code Revision Committee agreed to work out a Code
which would suit them but would in other respecrs fall within the frame-
work of the IFLA Paris Statement of October 196r. (Broadly speaking,
this means we would keep much of the Red Book attitude toward "insti-
tutions.") LC granted Sumner Spalding leave of absence to serye as full-
time Editor. Also, on LC's nomination, the CCS Executive Committee
appointed Lucile Morsch to the Steering Committee of the Catalog Code
Revision Committee where (the Librarian of Congress wrote the Chair-
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man CCS) "as far as feasible" she would at all times "represent the
Library's position." And the Council on Library Resources came through
with the cash: $35,ooo (Before that CLR had given us $8,goo)-enough
to pay our Editor, take care of travel necessary to cooperate with the
British Library Association and pay for the usual odds and ends. So the
new Code will be the result of a three-way partnership: ALA-CCS, LC'
and the British LA.

In this Saga there are four heroes: Seymour Lubetzky's studies and
draft code of 196o laid the groundwork for the IFLA Paris Statement
of 196r about which the new Code will be built. Sumner Spalding has
been called "the conscience of the profession"; certainly he is a man for
all seasons: ruggedly he has insisted that the new Code should conform
to principles and yield to economic necessity only when that necessity is
proved. Wyllis Wright, Chairman of the Code Revision Committee, is
tough as New England; without him the whole business might have
fallen through long ago. Finally, Verner Clapp patiently and generously
shared our troubles, and his Council fished us out of our own very real
"cconomic necessity." Nor should ALA Publishing be omitted; that body
did some initial financing and printed the 196o draft.

So the tumult and the shouting died, and Sumner Spalding was left
with the job. At Midwinter he confronted the Committee with a gen-
erous segment of the rules for corporate entry (see p. 2o7). Meanwhile
Bernice Field's Descriptive Cataloging Committee has begun on the rules
for descriptive cataloging. The full Code? We have hopes for 1964. . . .

On the international scene: In August Wyllis Wright attended a
meeting of the Organizing Committee of the International Conference
on Cataloging Principles. The Committee's report to IFLA was received
with enthusiasm, and the Paris meeting of October 196r was hailed as
one of the most successful undertakings ever carried out by IFLA. Hugh
Chaplin hopes to have his study of the treatment of compound names
in various languages completed in 1963, and IFLA was asked to find
means to undertake similar studies of the names of countries and the
names of "anonymous classics."

In Miami last summer the Cataloging and Classification Section and
the Serials Section fed body and soul in a joint progtam. We drank and
we ate and we listened to Jesse Shera's eloquent and thoughtful remarks
on coexistence for librarian and documentalist. Later in the week we
attended the RTSD program on the Machine.

In the ALA Bulletin, October 1962, appeared a statement of "Pre'
ferred Practices in the Publication of Book Catalogs" (Reprints are avail-
able at the RTSD office). This statement marked the close of three years
of study by a joint committee of CCS and the Reference Services Divi-
sion. Chaired by David Weber, the Book Catalog Committee was right
active, turning out a number of stimulating papers. We published some
of them in ZRZS,' some were published elsewhere. Maurice Tauber and
Robert Kingery will include them in a collection of essays on the subject
which they are preparing. After more than fifty years of cards, new devel-
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opment$ in the printer's art make the book catalog practical again, and
we are learning again how convenient it can be to glance down several
columns of entries instead of plowing through a pack of cards. Publica-
tion of the library catalogs of the University of California has begun;
there are, and will be, no doubt, others.

Even if you stick to cards, things ain't what they used to be, thanks
to Publishers' Weekly (PW), American Booh Publishing Record (BPR),
dnd the Library of Congress. In Summer LRTS Paula Armstrong re-
ported on uSe of BPR in Colorado State College Library: in a check o{
rg3 random orders, 68.9 percent were listed in BPR one to eight months
before they appearedin CBI; 18.6 percent were listed in CBI one or two
months sooner than in BPR; and r2.5 percent were listed simultaneously
in both. CBI entries often lacked information supplied by LC to BPR-
e.g., the LC number or the American edition-and occasionally they had
a difierent author heading from that used by LC.

ln Library lournal, Jan. rg, 1963, Walter fI. Kaiser reported on use
of PW-BPR-LC in Wayne County Library (Michigan) over an r8-month
period. In July 196z the Library achieved an "historic first when there
were no books in the Library awaiting processing." PW-BPC-LC entries
were available as required 87 percent of the time for current books. The
entry is enlarged 50 percent by Xerography process and used both as
catalog card and as book pocket. Tracings for subject headings are pushed
up beneath the title paragraph preceded by a note: "Related books in
catalog under," and the annotation also is on the card. The annotation,
the emphasized explanation of the tracings, and the use of the card for
book pocket-all make unique contributions to reader service in addi-
tion to the cataloging time and money saved.

This success wlth PW-BPR-LC raises at least two intriguing questions:

(r) How does the success difier from what could have been done with
the late lamentecl (in some quarters) Cataloging in Source? For one thing,
it costs the individual library more; some repetitive work remains in
cataloging by PW-BPR-LC. LC catalogs the book and then separates the
book from its LC entry; and in every library which uses PW-BPR-LC
someone has to fish out the entry from a published list and put it back
with the book again. Cataloging in Source would have left the entry with
the book forever. The availability percentage would have been roo-
forever. A tiny school library or public library, pushed for time and
funds, could simply copy its catalog card from the book. At the other
end of the line, a dealer's catalog; or printed bibliography also could
copy the entry from the book, and the book would have consistent entry
in dealer's catalog, printed bibliography, and card catalog. Finally, the
research library, doing retrospective cataloging of an older book, would
again simply copy the entry from the book.

(z) What does this success su€igest for LC cards? Mr. Kaiser feels that
the PW-BPR-LC entries are "superior" in appearance and "easier to
read"i this, perhaps, only raises the ancient comment de gustibus. But
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have objective proof; we have only our currenr instinctive belief in big-
ness and centralization.
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D.C. numbers to LC cards. The book is a useful supplement to Dewey;
it is unfortunate that it was published separately and costs so much.
Only in a very limited sense can it replace Merrill's code which deals
with both Dewey and LC; but Merrill's book itself is desperately out of
date. What we need with book classification, as with subject headings,
is a thorough-going statement of philosophy and practice.

During the year Phyllis Richmond's Classification Committee made
a study of that persistent phenomenon, the classified catalog. They turned
up only a dozen or so and learned that not all of even these are loved
wholeheartedly by the people responsible for keeping them up.

An important book of the year was LC's National Union Catalog of
Manuscript Collections, r959-5r. Representing collections in some 4oo
repositories, Tgoo cards have been combined with indexes into the vol-
ume. It is a welcome by-product of the CLR grant in rg58 to enable
LC to establish a national union card catalog of manuscript collections.
More than lo,ooo collections have been cataloged, and printed cards for
them have been issued. Apart from usefulness to scholars, the cards and
this book will help promote the concept of the collection as a catalog-
able unit in work with manuscripts.

What I usually like most about these "year's work" papers is to note
the Margaret Mann Citation-possibly because I have (so far) always
agreed with the Committee's choice. Wyllis Wright is one of our most
renowned members. His long record of service, not only to catalogers, but
to the library world in general, is a refreshing reminder that the world
of the cataloger is not the world of an ivory tower. Good catalogers are
first of all librarians.

I close with my own Special Award. Susan Flaskins entered 1962 as
Vice Chairman CCS. But by Midwinter she was doing a trying and tedi-
ous job for a Chairman who had fallen by the way. She carried on pa-
tiently, courageously, and with distinction. And, on the side, managecl
to get out a new edition of the CCS manual of procedures.

And so we whiz into 63. Grab your hat, chum!
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Review of Copying Methods' 1962
Ror-reNo E. SrnvnNs

A ss oc i,at e D i,re c t or, T e chni,c aI S eruic es
The Ohi,o State Uni,aersit^t Libraries

T N THESE HARRIED TIMES for librarians, brought on by an ex-
r ponential growth of print, by the need for faster and more complete
information service, and by a lack of trained people, equipment, and
technique to meet the need adequately, we owe ourselves an occasional
respite to reflect on recent progress. Who would have thought ten years
ago, when the use of edge-notched cards or photo-charging was con-
sidered advanced library practicg that the next decade would see a
proliferation of low-cost devices for making quick and inexpensive copies
of a book page or a micro-image, readers able to find automatically a
desired frame on a roll of film within seconds, and many similar miracles?
Vannevar Bush's "memex," which seemed almost like science fiction in
r945,r seems now rather like the Model "T" of present retrieval systems.

There are a number of signs that we may be in the midst of a sig-
nificant breakthrough in the development of whole libraries in micro'
format. Perhaps it will not be taken too badly by readers of this paper,
if I depart from the usual practice of describing advances of the past
twelve months, in order to discuss the elements of this breakthrough.

In a sense of the millenium has already arrived. There are a number
of systems, either already available or in advanced stages of planning
and testing, in which the entire document collection is first reduced
to microform and thereafter stored, searched, and read as microform,
or enlarged to hard copy for reading. These systems need not be de-
scribed here, since excellent detailed accounts are available.2 An initial
step in each system is to record every incoming document with an accom-
panying address-or subject-code by which the film can be searched.
The Rapid Selector (a descendant of Bush's invention) and Filesearch,
both used ,by,the Navy's Bureau of Ships, and FOSDIC, used by the
Weather Bureau and the Bureau of Census, employ microfilm rolls.
Filmorex, Minicard, MEDIA, and Magnavue use small film chips. WAL-
NUT, developed by International Business Machines Corporation for
the Central Intelligence Agency, uses film strips. At the present experi-
mental stage, these systems are being employed for specialized purposes,
usually in government agencies. In such cases the use of experimental
methods of storage and retrieval is feasible, because the set of subject
terills or descriptors is relatively small and homogeneous and because the
users are few and have similar, specialized needs. The cost per use of
documents in these situations may be fairly high. There are still a
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number of problems to be solved before systems like these can be used
for 

_the large, general, and heterogeneous research library.
Nevertheless, attacks are being made on various fronts, Ieading in

the direction of the eventual abandonment of the physical book or docu-
ment as perrnanent storage medium. rt should be said that these attack

search library could be contained in two standard sixty-tray card cabinets,
occupying a fraction of the space required for a dictionary catalog of
the same collection. Furthermbre, a copy could be made for the reider
to take home of any work he wished to consult.

An attack in a somewhat difierent line would. make a central micro-
form collection easily available to disrant branches or offices. This is the
development of the microfilm televiser lvith remote positioning and
magnification, announced by the GPL Division of General preiision,
rnc., of Pleasantville, N. Y.a rhe user calls the librarian at the central
collection by intercom or telephone, asking for a desired microfilm to
be inserted in the televiser. Fiom his remote office, the user can serect

positioned in such a way as to identify the location of each frame in
the roll when the film is moved rapidly past rhe projecror. By visual
inspection it is possible to srop the transport when the code marks are
lined up with the desired position on a scale marked on the reacler. In
a film roll containing a thousand images, frame number 6oo would be
reached approximately when the code lines matched the scale 6. Exact
location of the frame is then done by hand. A new Lodestar model was
demonstrated in 196z. This model is similar to the earlier model in the
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easy insertion of film and in the use of code lines for frame location
(Kodamatic indexing). Instead of stopping the film transport and com-
pleting the exact location manually, however, the desired frame number
is punched on a console at the side of the machine. The exact location
and positioning of the film is then entirely automatic. Search speed is
at th; rate of 6oo feet per minute, so that the average time to find a
desired image on a roo-foot reel is five seconds. The console, or Recordak
Image Conirol Keyboard, also contains a control for low-speed film
travel at rs feet per minute in either direction. The Lodestar reader
can make a facsimile enlargement of any frame. Although designed
primarily for use with randomly-filed business records, this system might
well be adapted to library uses, particularly for roll film containing dic-
tionaries and other reference works.

Like a page-ruling aid to manuscript copying invented in r45o, or
like an improved design in the horseshoe introduced in rgro, devices for
handling roll microfilm may soon be headed for the museum- TTre
prevalence of roll microfilm in this country is said to have resulted from
the easy availability of motion picture film to American experimenters
in the early rg3o's.6 European development, however, grew uP around
the microfiche, or sheet microfilm. There were sorne initial signs during
196z that the microfiche, with its ease of accessibility and handling, may
at last be coming into its own in this country. The Thomas Publishing
Company and Microphoto, Inc. brought out the Thomas Micro-Catalog,
consiiting of r4,ooo industrial catalogs reproduced on 4 x 6 inch micro-
fiches.? The Microcard Corporation also began this year to ofier micro-
fiche service to its customers for filming and preserving their own records.
Meanwhile, both the National Aeronautics and Space Agency and the
Atomic Energy Commission considered furnishing their publications to
their respective depository libraries in microfiche or micro-negative form.8
These 196z instances may be straws in the wind or advance indications
of a sweep toward this type of microform which is highly adaptable to
library storage and use. If the latter is true, roll microform may become
as obsolete as did its predecessor in the age of the manuscript, the scroll.

A sixth element in the development of the all-microform general
library is a study being made by L. B. Heilprin, under the aegis of the
Council on Library Resources, of an "economic model of a duplicating
library."o When a stage of library operation is reached at which a copy
of a book can be made for less than the cost of circulating the original,
then lending can be abandoned, alonp; with circulation records, overdue
notices, fines, replacement of lost or damaged copies, and the other pro-
cedures necessitated by circulation. Such an organization of library func-
tions, in which expendable copy is furnished to the reader, instead of
lending, is understood as a "duplicating library"' Heilprin's investigation
will attempt to show the parameters within which this stage will be
reached for a particular library.

Finally, an all-microform library is impractical unless the copy
delivered to the reader is acceptable for his need. One means of ensur-
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ing the adequacy of the copy is to deliver only enlarged copies which can
be read easily. The cost of doing this, however, may be prohibitive. Much
attention has been given by the Council on Library Resources to the
development of a low-cost device for reading microforms with minimum
discomfort. A highly significant project to this end was assigned to the
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, and carried out by the
team of L. E. Walkup, O. A. Ullrich, J. R. Stock, and J. M. Dugan.lo
The experimental work of these men has led to the construction of a
small, Iight-weight model for r6mm or 85 mm microfilm. The model
"consists of a g5-millimeter camera body, fitted with a g-inch lens,
mounted on a frame of aluminum tubing which also supports a 6 by
8-inch opaque viewing screen placed r7 inches from the projector."rr
The model may be held in several different positions; when the projector
is placed on the reader's shoulder, with the opaque screen resting in his
lap, the position closely simulates that normally used in reading a book.
The goal of this research is to remove as many as possible of the physical
and psychological difficulties encountered in using microfilm. Only when
this goal has been met can microform libraries be practical without the
wholesale production of enlarged copies to meet readers' needs.

Another problem that must be met before general microform libraries
can become a reality is that of copyright restriction. In 196r the Asso-
ciation of Research Libraries and the American Library Association
adopted a joint resolution allowing libraries to make one copy of any
article or part of a book, whether copyrighted or not, under the spirit
of the "fair use" provision of copyright law. This is not, of course, a
permanent solution. Where so many libraries and readers are concerned,
however, there is active interest in adequate revision of the copyright
law, and perhaps it is not being over-optimistic to expect that a solution
to this problem, acceptable to publishers, will be found by the time when
technical advances have made microform libraries possible.

Libraries entirely on microform, furnishing expendable copies to
readers on request and serving branches and offices by closed television,
may become prevalent much sooner than we expect. When these come,
they will probably be much more numerous, more compact, and manned
by a smaller staff than are present libraries.

Copiers

Meanwhile, back in the year 1962, copiers continued to attract
major interest on the market and hence to receive a significant share of
manufacturers' attention and dollars. Since business offices represent so
large a part of the $4oo-million market for copying equipment,l2 most
of this equipment is designed for office needs. Libraries benefit only
indirectly, as their needs happen to coincide with those of the business
world. A good example of this is the general lack of interest by the manu-
facturer and the retailer in developing, selling, and servicing the Photo-
clerk Camera and Processor. This equipment, designed specifically to
meet library needs, is today virtually unchanged from Ralph Shaw's
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breadboard model of rg48. Potentially a useful piece of library equip-
ment, it is unpromoted, overpriced, and serviced, if at all, as an unprofit-
able sideline and as a favor by the local distributor to the library. An'
other example is the rapid improvement of cameras and readers for
aperture cards, a microform well adapted to business needs but of little
application to general library use. An idea of the developmental research
going into this field may be had from the recent announcement of the
gM Company's Filmsort rooo Processor-Camera. This device, expected
on the market in early 1963, can photograph a document, process the
fi,Im, and insert the processed film in an aperture card, all without
handling by the operafor, and all within less than a minute! Still other
evidence of the primary attention of manufacturers to business needs
is the lack of development of book-copying equipment, in favor of equip-
ment for copying letter-size documents. Of some five Electrofax copiers
recently introduced, only one can copy from books. The Savin Sahara,
according to announcements, will have a book-copier attachment.

Competition continues to be high in this field. In spite of develop-
ments of the past several years extending the range of wet copiers and
making them almost self-operating, the buyer's choice continues to turn
more and more to electrostatic copying. Until recently, this has meant
the Xerox gr4 for the middle,size office or library, Copyflo or the Xerox
r8e4 for large installations. Small offices and libraries had to get along
with improved difiusion-transfer and thermographic copiers. In 1962,
however, the electrostatic barrier began to be broken by others than
the Xerox Corporation, as new copiers, using the RCA Electrofax process,
made their appearance. In this process the selenium-coated drum or
plate is eliminated by transferring the image directly to zinc oxide-
coated paper stock or ofiset masters. While this method eliminates sorne
compliclted mechanism from the copier, permitting the production of
a simpler, cheaper, and more compact model, it has problems of its own.
The paper is more expensive than the uncoated bond used in the Xerox
gl4, costing about four cents a sheet, and has a calendared appearance.
The uniform distribution of toner and the removal of excess toner
continue to present problems. Models have been introduced by Apeco,
Savin, Robertson, Bruninp;, and Bohn,13 and are contemplated by other
manufacturers. They sell for $8oo to $rzoo and are desk-top size. Brun-
ing's Copytron 2ooo is larger and more expensive, but offers lower cost
per copy. I have seen demonstrations of two of these copiers and have
talked with photographic specialists who have see the others. The verdict
is unanimous: the Electrofax copiers still need further improvement. But
it should be emphasized that these copiers are just now making their
first appearance, although announced as early as r96o,1a and imProve'
ments in later models can be expected.

Readers and Reader-Printers

User-oriented libraries also have a high interest in the improvement
of reading devices for microforms and Particularly those from which
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paper enlargements can be obtained. Since a charge is usually made for
each copy, librarians will be interested in 3M's Filmac rooC, a coin-
operated reader-printer which can be set for a rb-cent, 2o-cent, or z5-cent
copy charge. This reader-printer, "especially designed to meet the needs
of public and educational libraries,"15 is an exception to the complaint
made above of the lack of interest by most manufacturers in libraries'
needs. 3M also offered the Filmac rooM, a motorized reader with variable
film travel, accepting r6mm or B5mm reels, jackets, or aperture cards.
The new Photostat Documat Mark II reader-printer now accepts reels or
aperture cards without the use of an adaptor. lfhe printer uses a two-
solution processing method, producing coples in z5 seconds. The Micro-
card Reader Corporation brought out its improved Mark VII Micro-
card reader for $45o, having adjustable illumination control, fresnel
screen, and improved blower. For home use, the Microcard Reader
Corporation has the Micro III, a six-pound reader with an 8 x gr/, inch
screen, folding into a portable case. It has also two low cost hand viewers.
The Microcard Viewer-printer, introduced in 196r, continues to attract
interest because it is the only copier on the market for micro-opaques.

Publications

Librarians are essentially readers-about, rather than do-it-yourselfers,
and no review of progress written for librarians would be complete with-
out mention of new publications. The Army issued a Glossary of Photo-
gr+.fihic Terms, Including Document Reproduction (MIL-HDBK-25)
(TM rr-4rr). Its rz8 pages include approximately 2,7oo terms. The
glossary was issued in an efiort to get standardized usage of photographic
terms b,y armed forces personnel, but may also be useful to librarians. De-
pository libraries will already have this in their collections. The Glossary
of Terms for Microphotography and Reproductions Made from Micro-
images, ed. by D. M. Avedon (Annapolis, Md., National Microfilm
Association, 196z) also appeared. Microcard Editions published the first
issue of its annual, Subject Guide to Microforms in Print as a companion
to its Guide to Microforms in Print. T}:.e Subiect Guide lists in classified
arrangement the microfilms, Microcards, Microprints, and other micro-
form titles available from commercial publishers in the United States
and those from non-commercial organizations issuing lists or catalogs
on a regular basis. Theses and dissertations are not included.

The basic abstract journals covering the literature of photographic
science and technology have been, until 196z, the Kodak Monthly Ab-
stract Bulletin and Ansco Abstracts. In March r96e these two journals
ceased publication, and their functions were absorbed in the new Ab-
stracts of Photographi,c Science and Engineering, also known as APSE.
This excellent abstact journal, published by the Department of Graphics,
Columbia University, in cooperation with the Society of Photographic
Scientists and Engineers, covers the world literature in books, journals,
and patents on the science and technology of photography.

The appearance of two directories of photoduplication services will
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make life easier for reference librarians, acquisition librarians, and photo-
duplicarion specialists. Cosby Brinkley eipanded his directory in its

secbnd edition to include services in Canada and Mexico.lo This is a

microfilm collections available for reproduction.lT
Several useful guides were published. Hubbard Ballou compiled the

second edition of iis Guide to Microreproduction Equipment (Annapolis,
Md., National Microfilm Association). The considerable work that goes

A Guide to Microforms in Print, Microcard Editions, Washington, D. C.,

manship of Peter Scott.
The coming of age of copying methods will be marked next October,

when the first International Congress on Reprography will be held in
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Serial Activities in 1962
Devro Kesrn, Director

loint Uniuersity Libraries
Nashuille. Tenn.

'-I-iHE YEAR 196z began auspiciously for serials librarians when the
r January issue of Library Trends carried the title, Current Trends in

U. S. Periodical Publishing. Edited by Helen M. Welch and Maurice F.
Tauber, this symposium covered the entire range of this important por-
tion of the American publishing industry, now estimated to be worth
some $r.5 billion annually. Among topics covered were the economics of
the industry, indexing, abstracting, and translating services, and the pub-
lishing of subsidized periodicals, which of course includes much of the
work done in scholarly fields. In addition there were separate artides
devoted to the periodicals which concern each of ten subject fields. The
list of authors in this special issue of Library Trend,s includes some well-
known names among serials librarians; the issue may be read with much
profit by the rest of them.

With the special issue of Library Trends as a good beginning, other
serial activities were reported throughout the year, and there were many
of them. This paper will attempt to discuss some of the major ones,
gtouped together under the headings of (r) union lists, (z) bibliographies,
(g) indices, (4) the ubiquitous yet essential classification known as "other,"
wherein are gathered the items that defy grouping into earlier categories,
and (5) documents and binding.

Union Lists

Again in r96z the major serial activity surrounded the preparation of
the monumental third edition of the Union Li,st of Serials. Participating
libraries finished working on the checking editions and submitted them
to the editorial office at LC where new entries and changes were interfiled
and mounted for reproduction. Contracts were negotiated between the
joint committee on the ULS and publisher H. W. Wilson Company
and between the publisher and the British printer. Although much edi-
torial work remained at year's end to be done, most production problems
had been identified and solved, and the editor, Mrs. Edna Brown Titus,
was optimistic that her work would be completed by mid-r963. Publica-
tion of the five-volume work is scheduled for early r965.

Additional evidence of the vastness of serial operations was the 2,394
pages which constituted the two-volume, ten-year cumulation of New
Serial Titles. It appeared early in 196z to serve, in effect, as a supple-
ment before the fact to the third edition of the ULS. This final cumula-
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tion for the years 195o-196o contains an extensive section on changes in
serials and records of the holdings of a very large number of participat-
ing libraries.

Less comprehensive union lists were also published during 196z. The
Maryland Chapter of ALA's RSD compiled a Union List of Serials in
Maryland as of September r, 196o, which is now being issued in parts.
It records the holdings of rso libraries, or about go/o of the serials in
the state, and is especially strong in law, medicine, art, theology, science,
and history. For details write to Wilbur McGill, Govans Branch, Enoch
Pratt Free Library, 5714 Bellona Avenue, Baltimore 12. Meanwhile the
Connecticut State Library, Hartford 15, made available for $r I Check-
list of Cunent Periodicals in Central Connecticut Libraries. Compiled
by George Adams, this g5-page list is a third edition, having been pre-
ceded by similar l ists issued in rg5z and 1957.

Carl J. Stratman prepared A Bi,bliograQhy of British Dramatic Period-
icals, rTzo-r96o, a list which was issued for $2.5o by the New York Public
Library. Stratman cites 674 titles which were printed in English in the
British Isles and which were devoted completely to the drama, or in the
title of which the word "drama" appears. He gives holdings of thirty-six
British libraries, five Canadian, and fifty-three American. The perennial
and good work of Eugene P. Willging and Herta Hatzfeld on Catholic
Seri,als of the Nineteenth Century in the United States: A Descriptiue
Bibliography and Union Zisf continued into 196z, with the appearance
from the Catholic University Press of Part IV of the Second Series of the
work. Devoted to Catholic journals from Indiana, the 47-page compila-
tion sells for $r.75.

Bibliographies

Several lists appeared of journals currently being issued in one or
more of the sciences. The National Library of Medicine brought out
a bo3-page volume prepared by Lela M. Spanier, entitled Biomedical
Serials, 195o-196o, (GPO, $g). Containing 8,939 titles, the work is an
alphabetical title list which also gives imprint, frequency, and NLM
holdings.

Two useful lists came from LC during 196z. A two-part, r,7oo-entry
guide to LC's Japanese Scientific and Technical Serial Publications (GPO,
$r.5o) was compiled by Chi Wang and Jay H. Woo. The first part item-
izes alphabetically the journals in western languages, and the second lists
serials in Japanese, arranged alphabetically according to the Hepburn
transliteration system. The list also gives imprint, holdings, frequency,
and annotations. A second list is Arthur G. Renstrom's Aeronautical and
Space Serial Publications, a World Zfst (GPO, $r). Its 4,b5r tit les are
arranged by country, of which seventy-six are represented, and then alpha-
betically by main entry. There is a title index.

The National Research Council of Canada (Sussex Drive, Ottawa z)
has compiled and issued for $r a second edition of a Di.rectory of Cana-
dian Sci,entific and Technical Periodicals. Some 4zg titles (as compared
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with 36r in the first edition) are classed under twenty-nine subject head-
ings, and listed. in an index. "Periodicals" are broadly interPreted here

tolnclude some of the most important trade journals, house organs, and

government documents. Imprint, frequency, and price are given.
Also of use in the sciences is the Pan American Union's new Guide

to Latin American Scientific and Technical Periodicals. This tS7-page
annotated bibliography may be had from the general secretariat of the

Union (Washington 6) for $4. Balancing the science emphasis is Dr.

Irene Zimmetman's excellent new GuirJe to Cument Latin American
Periodicals-Humanities and, Social Sciences (Gainesville, Florida, Kall-
man, $zo). Organized in three 5s61ien5-n2tional, subject, and chrono-

logical-the 668 titles are annotated and evaluated. Again, an index

makes the 356-page volume of maximum use.
Another pait of the world is stressed in a volume prepared by the

Bibliothdque Nationale ancl issued by the Commission de la Republique
FranEaise pour I'UNESCO (% Nlinistere des Afiaires Etrangeres, 37 qual
d'Oriay, Piris VII", lapply?]). Entitled 8oo Reaues d'Asie, this pr-ovisional
checking list includes journals issued in China, Japan, Borneo, Malaya,
Korea, Indonesia, and a score of other Asian countries, although prefer-
ence is given to those which summarize their contents in French, English,
or Russian. Title, beginning date, periodicity, imprint, price, UDC
number, and language are 5;iven, as well as the name of a Paris library
receiving the title. The titles are grouped alphabetically within country'

A fourth edition of the Li'st of Russian Serials Bei,ng Translated into
English and Other Western Languages, prepared by Robert McCollum,
was issued in 196z by LC (opply). This edition contains fifty-three new
entries, making a total of r89 items appearing in the 53-page compilation.

Journal entries are entered in English and Russian, and LC call numbers
are given, frequency of publication, beginning date of the translation,
and publisher. The work contains a transliterated title'index, a subject
guide, and a list of publishers' addresses.

An interesting collection of over g,ooo Historical Periodicals has been
itemized by Eric H. Boehm and Lalit Adolphus and brought out in a

6r8-page compilation by the Clio Press in Santa Barbara for $27.5o. The
compitirs have interpreted their responsibility broadly and attempted
to list current journals "which contain articles on historical topics."
Arranged by geographical areas, then by country, then by main entry, the
list has a good index. The volume, which is ofiset from typescript, gives
title, date, frequency, imprint, editor, price, and annotations on type of
contents.

Indexes

Consideralrle effort was expended during 196z to bring under tighter
bibliographical control the periodical literature emanating from Latin
America. Several of the bibliographies of titles have already been men-
tioned; other projects included periodical indexes-

Three decades of such material are being made available for $35o
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Less ambitious in scope but useful in a limited fietd is a new five-
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the manuscript index was at least available for consultation to those

scholars who iould trek to Washington Square, where it had been housed

ar NYU. Now this invaluable bibliographical resource i$ not available

at all. It is much to be hoped that this very important Publication will

now be pushed to early completion.

O ther Serial A cti:aities

files in more than 6oo libraries' The volume is available from the Clark

interest has manifested itself in part in the recent aPpearance of a zrr-
page volume entirled Newspaper Files in the Loui,siana State Uniaersity
Library. Although most of the entries are for papers from within the

state, the Iist also includes some foreign and out-of-state titles.

indexes.
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manship of Betty Norton (ucLA), completed the compilation of its List
of International Subscription Agents and turned it over to ALA's
Publications Division for publication this year. The list ofiers a pool of
information on agenrs gathered from both libraries and the agenti them-
selves and promises to be most useful to those responsible foi the acqui-
sition of serial publicarions.

Binding and Docu,ments

Senate or in committee.
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efforts to establish performance standards for library bindings moved into
their second phase, which it is expected will require some three years
to complece. Tesdng equipment has been developed which will give to
bindings the kind of wear and tear sufiered by library books under
normal circumstances.

No conclusion can be ruritten into this report, because the work itself
has not been, and never will be, concluded. As in other years, this review
of serial activities can at best be described as a Progress report on an
endless task. 196z has been a good year, but much remains to be done.

AMENDMENTS TO SERIAZS SECTION BY.LAWS

The Serials Sectio,n By-Laws Committee and Executive Committee recom-
mend the changes in the Section's By-Laws listed below. Each member should
study. these proposed changes. They will be voted upon at the regular meeting
of the Section during the ALA Conference in Chicago in July 1963.
Proposed change in by-laws:

Article VIII. Executive Committee.

Section r. Composition.

Present wording:

The Executive Committee consists of the officers of the section, the imme-
diate past chairman of the section, and three (3) members at large

Proposed wording:

The Executive Committee consists of the officers of the section, the imme-

diate past chairman of the section and two (e) members at large . . .

Section 3. Terms of office.

Present wording:

Members at large of the Executive Committee shall serve for three (3) years.

They shall be elected for terms expiring in different years, or in case o{ more

than three members at large, so that no more than two shall expire each year . . .

Proposed wording:

Members at large of the Executive Committee shall serve for three (3) years.

They shall be elected for terms expiring in difierent years.

Article IX. Other Committees.

Section r. Standing and annual committees.
b. Unless otherwise provided for. . .

This section will not need to be changed since the other changes specifically

provide for this exception.
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The Library of Congress Public
Law 480 Programs*-

(ounnr D. SruvBus. Coordinator
Public Law' 48o Programs

The Library of Congress
Washington, D. C.

brary of Congress has been operating
irq Karachi, Dacca, and New Delhi.
ect these offices and the local stafr. at
owned by the United States to buy

vernacular languages and in Western
' languages published in the United Arab Republic, piut istan, and rndia.

The -publications acquired are mailed direitly to thirty American re-
- 'search libraries. Seven of these libraries, including the Library of con-'gress, 

receive complete sets of publications from" both rndn'/pakistan
and t].e united Arab Republic. The remaining Iibraries receive com-
plete sets 

-of publications from one or the otier area,. excepting for
Portland state college and Hattord seminary Foundation 

-whJ 
are

sharing a set of publications from the United Arab Republic and are

fealing a proportionate share of the administratiu" ,rrppo.t and cata-
loStnS costs. At the end of the first year of operationi some gzo,ooo
items had been acquired and shippecl to American libraries. By the time
this paper appears, the total wilf have exceeded a million iiems. The
remarkable and immediate success of the progra'cr. is due to a number
of factors, the mosr important of which, perhaps, is the quality of the
American directors and of local stafi engaged in this worli.

The three Americans in key administritive posirions, John charles
* Revision of a talk given before the Potomac Technical Processing Librarians,

October 27, 196z.
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Finzi, Donald F. Jay, and John C. Crawford, were first employed by the
Library as special recruits. Finzi, who as Director of Public Law 48o
Projects, South ,/,sia, is responsible for the offices in Dacca, Karachi,
and New Delhi, .ras occupied previous positions in the General Refer-
ence and Bibliography Division and the Exchange and Gift Division.
After several years' experience in acquisitions work at the Library, Jay
became Director of the Library of the Coast Guard Academy, a position
from which he returned to become Director, Public Law 48o Project,
Middle East. Crawford, the Administrative Officer, P.L. 48o Project,
South Asia, was Administrative Assistant in rhe Processing Department
immediately prior to accepting his present assignment.

The qualifications of local personnel vary slightly from office to ofice.
Those in professional positions have university dep;rees and in a number
of instances degrees in Iibrarianship as well. A few have had extensive
previous experience in government or university libraries. All possess
an excellent command of English as w-ell as of one or more languages of
their native country. The common characteristics shared by local per-
sonnel in all four offices are a superior level of intelligence and a capacity
for hard work. The salaries paid to local personnel vary slightly from
country to country and follow American Embassy wage scales for foreign
service locals which are based on prevailing rates in the host country.
The salary range is from the equivalent of about $965 per year for un-
skilled workers, to the equivalent of about $z,ooo per year for the most
highly skilled professionals. Low as these salaries may seem to American
librarians, they are high enough to attract superior personnel who would
do credit to any library organization.

The Public Law 48o Program is perhaps the most significant develop-
ment in American librarianship in the years since the War. It is a
program which c;.trries out large scale acquisitions from areas formerly
but poorly represq,nted in Anrerican libraries. It is also a program which
includes as one of its essentials what is possibly the first centralized
cataloging progran to be undertaken on a national scale. Through this n
cataloging prograil which is jointly financed by participants in the pro- ll
gram, the recipient libraries are provided automatically with sets of i
printed cards bearing identification numbers which match the numbers I
written in the copies of the books sent to them. It is the purpose of this
paper to tell briefly the history of the program and to explain the nature
of its acquisitions and cataloging activities.

The legal authorization for the Library's Public Law 48o acrivities
is contained in an amendment to the Agricultural lfrade Development,
and Assistance Act of ry54 (PL-83-48o). The Act itself is concerned pri-
rnarily with the distribution of surplus American agricultural products
to developing countries. Under the terms of the Act, agricultural goods
are sold to the governments of these countries, not for U. S. dollars, but
for local currencies which may generally be spent only in the country of
origin and only in specified ways. It is the so-called Dingell Amendment,
sponsored by Congressman John Dingell of Michigan, mainly on the
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urging of Mortimer Graves of the American council of Learned societies.

Foundation and other interested agencies, to use foreign currencies,
within such appropriations us ure -ude by congress, for tie purchase of
foreign publications; for cataloging, indexing, 

-abstracting, 
ind rerated

activities; and for the deposit of such materials in librariei and research

the United Arab Republic, poland, and yugoslavia. The number of
countries may vary slightly from year to year, but it seems likely that it
is these 8 countries with which the Library will be concerned over the
next lew years.

The Librarian of congress rvasted no time in attempring to imple.
ment the Dingell amendmenr once it had become law. His 

-first 
pu6lic

Law 48o_ budget request was forwarded to the Bureau of the Budger
just 44 days later, on October zo, rg58. A second budget was presenied
il ,gfg (for €scal 196o) but this budget also failed to sicure approval of
the appropriations committees of congress. on both occasions the re-
quests -as originally presented to the Bureau of the Budget were for
funds in all of the countries in which excess currencies wie available.
Finally, in 196r a more modesr requesr for a program only in three
countries felt by the Librarian's Advisory commiitee on public Law ago
to be the most desirable was successful.

.The_appropriations act for the Legislative Branch for the fiscal year
ending June 3o, 196z (Public Law 87-r3o) included the sum of g4oo,ooo
to be used by the Library of congress in carrying out the provisions of
section ro4(n) of Public Law 48o in rndia, pakistan, and the United
Arab Republic. Of this amount, $369,5oo was made available for the
p_urchase of foreign currencies and $96,5oo was provided for the required
U. s.-dollar supporr of the program. The u. S. dollar support is required
mainly for the payment of the salaries of the coordinitor, a sefferary,
and three American administrative personnel who are stationed in the
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$r,rrr annually to the supporr of the Arabic cataloging program. In
addition, each research library participating in the program contributes
the sum of $5oo each year to the general hard dollar support of the

Program. This contribution is a requirement made by the Appropriations
Committees of Congress, and the $5oo contributions are not available
f,or expenditure in support of the program, but are paid into the U. S.
Treasury as a token payment for the materials received.

The Library's Appropriation Act for the fiscal year ending June go,
1962, was signed by the President on August ro, 196r. The Library took
immediate steps to implement the P.L. 48o Program at that time. My
calendar for the final weeks of August and for the month of September
196r indicates that this was one of the busiest periods of my life. It was
necessary to secure a series of clearances from the Department of State,
including approval from the U. S. Ambassadors in each of the countries
in which we were to operate. Another series of conferences at the Depart-
ment of State was necessary to arrange the required fiscal and adminis-
trative support. The dollars appropriated to the Library by Congress
had to be used to purchase foreign currencies through the U. S. Treas-
ury; visits were made to the Embassies of India, Pakistan, and the UAR
in order to secure the approval of their governments; survey and ex-
ploration teams, composed of members of the Processing Department,
the Reference Department, and the Law Library were selected; a final
selection of participating libraries was made with advice from a sub-
committee of the Librarian's Advisory Committee on Public Law 48o;
and detailed travel plans for the survey teams were made.

A survey team for India/Pakistan, composed of the Coordinator;
Horace Poleman, Chief of the Library's Orientalia Division; and Jen-
nings Wood, Chief of the Exchange and Gift Division, left Washingron
on October 6 and arrived in New Delhi on October 8. A similar survey
team, composed of Lewis C. Coffin, Associate Director of the Processing
Department; Robert F. Ogden, Head of the Library's Near East Section;
and Zuhair E. Jwaideh, Chief of the Library's Near Eastgrn and North
African Law Division, left for Cairo toward the end of October. Pole-
man, Wood, and I spent our first several weeks in New Delhi consulting
with officials at the American Embassy and with officials of the Govern-
ment of India. After making preliminary arrangements in India, we
went to Karachi for similar consultations with the American Embassy
staff and Pakistan Government officials. While Wood remained behind
in Karachi to perfect affangements for securing government publications
and to consult with bookdealers and government officials, Poleman went
on to Lahore, which is the center of the book trade in West Pakistan,
and I went on to Peshawar to make a contract with the Pashto Academy
for current Pashto books. A week later we were all three back in New
Delhi where we spent our next days in locating suitable office spacg in
making contracts with bookdealers, in purchasing furniture and equip-
ment, in hiring local stafi, and in renting and furnishing living quarters
for our more pennanent American stafi. In mid-November, Wood and
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Poleman went on to East Pakistan to establish the ofice there, and I
went on to Cairo to join the team that had already initiated arrange-
ments in the UAR. By early December, the survey teams had returned
to the Library of Congress but had left behind in India Jennings Wood,
who remained for several months to indoctrinate the permanent director
who arrived in late December, and in Cafuo Zuhair Jwaideh to indoc-
trinate the permanent American director for the UAR. By the first of

January the first shipments of books were being made directly to Ameri-
can research libraries.

From January t, 1962, until the fall months of 1962, the main empha-
sis of the project was on the acquisition and shipment of current publica-
tions. The objective has been to secure a very broad coverage of currently
published materials available in the B countries. Subscriptions for cur-
rent serials of all kinds were placed for each participant beginning with
January rg6e.

Each of the libraries receiving publications from the UAR is sent
the current issues of ro major newspapers, and of some tzo periodicals. In
addition, each participant receives commercially-published monographs
at the rate of 12 to t4 hundred titles per year and a virtually complete
set of current government publications. Portland State College has shared
its complete set of UAR publications with Hartford Seminary Founda-
tion, which is interested primarily in publications of a religious nature.
This is the only exception to the general practice of sending identical
sets of publications from an area to all participants in the program. The
following are the libraries which are receiving publications from the
United Arab Republic:

Library of Congress
*Boston College
*Brandeis University
University of California (Los Angeles)

*University of Chicago
Columbia University
Hartford Seminary Foundation
Harvard

*Floover Institution
Indiana University

*University of Kentucky
University of Michigan
New York Public Library
Portland State College
Princeton University

*University of Southern C,alifornia
University of Utah
University of Virginia

*Yale University
* New participant added after passage of the Library's appropriation act for fiscal

year r963.
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from India/Pakistan:

Library of Congress
University of California (Berkeley)
University of Chicago

*Columbia University
Cornell UniversitY
Duke University
University of Hawaii

*University of Illinois
*University of Michigan
University of Minnesota

*New York Public Library
University of PennsYlvania

*syracuse UniversitY
University of Texas

*University of Virginia
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Yale UniversitY

* New particiPant added after passage
year r963.
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The acquisitions policies applied in each of the countries are the
same. To the extent possible orders are concentrated in the hands of the
relatively few dealers to whorn blanket orders have been given. These
dealers have been instructed to send to local offices multiple copies of all
current publications except for certain specific categories such as reprints,
translations from a Western language into a vernacular, and juvenile
books, except for a sampling of representative works. Experience over
the past several months has indicated that it will be necessary to make
some small modifications in this broad policy in order to avoid acquiring
large numbers of unimportant literary works. One of the categories of
materials dealers have been asked to cut down on is detective stories in
the Bengali language of which dozens are issued every.rhoht'h. f,{ie basic
list of serials in each of the countries was selected by members of the
Reference Department and the Law Library of the Library of Congress.
As new serials appear, these are added ro the subscription list if in the
judgment of the local Directors they are of research value for American
libraries. As of January 1963, after a year of actual operations, the Cairo
office had shipped more than l2o,ooo items to participating libraries, and
the offices in India and Pakistan had shipped more than Too,ooo items.
The Cairo office is currently shipping mbie than too pu.i.uges a week,
and the New Delhi office is shipping more than 6oo packages each week.

Important as the acquisitions phase of the P.L. 48o program may
be, the cataloging program, which is believed ro represent the first pro-

l.Bram of centralized cataloging ar the national level in this country, is
" perhaps an even more important development in American librarian-

ship. A centralized program of cataloging, especially for the Indic ma-
terials, is of vital importance because library activities have in a sense
moved ahead of American scholarship. Area and language studies as
such are relatively new developments in the universities of this country,
starting with the Russian Area Studies Programs following World War II
and, in more recent years, expanding to other areas such as South Asia,
Africa, and the Far East. Thus far, the number of Americans having lan-
guage competence in the vernacular languages of India is relatively
small. In the past five years as a result of support from private founda-
tions and from the Federal Government, under the National Defense
Education Act, the number of area studies centers at American universi-
ties has been increasing. The result is that on the one hand librarians
are faced with a sudden and growing clemand for library resources in
the vernacular languages, but on the other hand there has not been suffi-
cient time to develop technically proficient library personnel equipped
with the knowledge of the vernacular languages. From the very begin-
ning of the P.L. 48o Program, the recipient libraries were concerned
with the problems of processing materials in the vernacular languages.
In January 196z a questionnaire was sent to the libraries parricipating
in the P.L. 48o Program, asking about the availability of library staff
combining language proficiency with cataloging skill. In rhe case of
Arabic, there were a handful of catalogers with language knowledge, and
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in all there were something in the neighborhood of 4oo manhours per

week of combined Arabic and cataloging knowledge available throughout

the nation. For Indic languages, citaioging skills combined with lan-
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able in this country. There has been available for some time now a
typewriter with a Devanagari type face which has been used for the
production of catalog cards for Sanskrit and Hindi, but suitable type
faces for the other vernacular scripts have not been available at the
Library. In order to overcome this difficulty, arrangements were made to
have the body of the entry printed in New Delhi and to use this printed
copy in a paste-up as photo offset copy for the final printed card. This
is the same technique that has been used in recent years for the produc-
tion of cards for books in Sanskrit and Hindi. and in Chinese and
Japanese. The following examples demonstrate rhis technique:

Shama, Vidya Sagar.

163, .1, p. 19 cm.

In Hi-ndi.,
L.C. copy lmperfect: al.l. after p. cL64=

Hantjrg.

I.  Tit le.
Ti tI a 'Lr"en<'l i f.crs f.cd r Sarija kal-)rA!a,.

The above is a manuscript card for a work in Hindi. Note that the
printer has been instructed to leave blank space between the heading and
the collation.
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Sharma, Vidya Sagpr.

163, r1r p. 19 em.

In lfindi.
L C. copy imperfect: all after P. rl84l wanting.

1. Insurance, Social-India,

HD721e.54?

Library of Congress

2. Publtc welfare--India. r. Title.
Tdtle transtri,terateil : Samdja kalydga.

s A 62-483 t

r2r PL 4tl0: I-E-197

The above is the first printing of the card. The P.L. 48o number
assigned to the book appears in the lower right corner. The initial letter
of the code designatio;, "I" indicates that the book was published in
India, the second letter designates the language of publication, in this
case "FI" for Hindi. The numerals identify the specific work within
the country and language grouping.

Sharma, Vidya Sagar.

qlrrq frqr{I. tw fqqren'rt $qf. Egqrl
iF1qr fEdr, sNTtlrrrq, Lg6z.

18i1, 11; p. lg cm.

In Hlndi .
L C. eopy imperfect: all after D. r184r wantlng.

1. lnsulance, Social-India,

HD72r9.S47

Library of Congress

2. Public $'elfare-.India. r. Title
Tit e tronsldtetzfed.' Samdja kalyf,4a.

sA62-483 I

PL480: I-g-1glt2t

The above is the final copy ready for reproduction by photo offset
process. In this case the body of the entry was typed on light weight card
stock using a typewriter equipped with Devenagri script. The typed
copy has been pasted on the incomplete printed card.
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Sharma, Vidya Sagar.
qTTq trET{I. tw fq-q-rrqTtR {Frt. cggrT

qHTq, fqdr, 3NtrernTrsT t L962.
163, r1r D. 19 cm.

In Hindi.
L C. copy imperfect: all after p. t1&4r wantlng.

1' r ns u ta nce' soci ar-r n d ia 
i ;r?"#ii #?f,:rffit3fft : " n';,Hlti:

HD?21e.S47 5A62-483 t

Library of Congress rZt PL48O: I-E-lgt

The above is the finished product reproduced on a multilith machine
from a photogensitive plastic mat.

Because there is a limited amount of U. S. dollars to spend for the
cataloging program, because of the lack of knowledge of some of the
vernacular languages by available personnel in this country, and because
of the need to provide assistance to personnel in the Subject Cataloging
Division in the assignment of subject headings and classification, a pro-
gram has been initiated to prepare cataloging data sheets at the offices
in New Delhi, Karachi, and Dacca. This data sheet, which will accom-
pany each book sent to the Library of Congress, provides a translitera-
tion of the author's name, information about imprint, series notes where
these are applicable, and a brief English subject chatacterization of each
work. Each such data sheet is accompanied by printer's copy for the
body of the entry. The use of printer's copy from New Delhi is, neces-
sarily, still in the experimental stage, but if it is successful as expected,
such copy will probably be used even for works in Devanagari and the
few other vernaculars for which typewriters could be secured in the U. S.
or from Germany, as a means of getting as much work as possible done
overseas. The initial training and supervision of local stafi in Karachi
and New Delhi engaged in the preparation of cataloging data sheets is
being carried out by Billy N. Sweerus and Eunice M. Stutzman, who
are on temporary assignment in South Asia. Miss Sweerus has been a
member of the stafi of the Descriptive Cataloging Division of the Library
of Congress for several years. Miss Stutzman, who has a knowledge of
three Indic languages, is on leave from her position as a cataloging su-
pervisor at the University of Wisconsin Library.

Fortunately, the cooperative cataloging program for Arabic materials
presents far fewer difficulties. Princeton University Library, which has
an excellent staff for cataloging Arabic and which is receiving all P.L.
48o publications from the UAR, is supplying cooperative cataloging copy
for some 4o/o oI the books. In order to handle this increase in coopera-
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is assisted by Mr. Nessim Habib. Cards for Arabic materials are being
printed at the Branch Printing Office of the Government Printing O$ce,
using existing Arabic type fonts. The printer who sets type for these
materials hal learned to set Arabic type rapidly and without error,

included all of the existing cross references in the appropriate series, so

that each library will be able to utilize the appropriate cross reference

cards as the occasion arises.
Many of the serial publications being acquired under the P'L. 48o

Program are already covered by existing Library of Congress printed
.u.ds. Setr of printed cards for-such titles are being pulled from card

stock as the fiist issues of each title is received under P.L. 48o at the

48o materials, the recipient libraries are notified that sPecific items will

not be given individial cataloging and are told of the form heading
used to iontrol these materials by LC, so that they can adopt a similar
technique in controlling their copies if they desire.

The future of the P.L. 48o Program for acquisition of library ma-
terials seems assured. In the Library's budget for the current fiscal year,
the sum of $63o,ooo in foreign currencies and $48,ooo in U. S. dollars
has been provided for the continuation of the present program in India'
Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic. The amount allowed has
permitted the addition of six new participating libraries for the India/
Pakistan area and seven new libraries for publications from the UAR.
This amount also perrnits the initiation of monthly accessions lists in
each of the B countries. The first three issues of the Accessions List: India
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have now been published by the American Libraries Book Procurement
Center, New Delhi, and copy for similar lists for Pakistan and. the United
Arab Republic is now ready for reproduction.

Arrangements have recently been completed for the microfilming of

second positive acquired abroad will also be a lending copy and will be
deposited in a suitable institution geographically removed from Wash-
ington.

In its future developments the Public Law 48o program will un-
doubtedly follow the broad ourlines already established and working
well. The Tjbrary's budget request for the fiscal year starting July r,
1969, recently presented to Congress, includes a request for Junds to

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO CONFERENCE

Library Catalogs: Changing Dimensions is the topic of the s8th annual
conference of the Graduate Library School ro be held at the University of
Chicago, August 5-7.

The conference, which will meet in the University's new Cenrer for Con-
tinuing Education, is under the seneral direction of Ruth French strout. For
further information and a copy of the conference program write to the Graduate
Library School, University of Chicago, Chicago 97, Illinois.
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Technical Services in School Libraries,
an Analysis of the Literature, 195l-61

MrrnnrY L. JoNns
.Assistant Professor of Library Science
Madison College, Hamisonburg, Va.

Introduction

School library literature has managed to avoid the subject of technical
services to a large degree; and when the literature does deal with this
subject, it is questionable whether the neophyte or the experienced school
librarian could derive much food for thought from it, and certainly true
that he could derive neither interest nor amusement. The literature, for
the most part, is p,onderously written, dwells on subjects long accepted as
fact in the library field, recommends out-moded practice or, when dealing
with a subject of potential interest and value, includes little new informa-
tion, objective evidence, or even controversial opinion.

It is difficult to locate any pattern in the subjects considered. The
greatest number of references dealing with a single subject-centralized
processing-is nine. Four of the journal articles are concerned with time
and cost, three with the adaptation of the Dewey classification andfor
subject headings to the special needs of the school library, one with
school libraries and the draft code, and one is a review of the Cataloging-
in-source report from the point of view of a school librarian.

The three remaining publications include the Standards for School
Library Progtams, a manual of procedures for the Chicago elementary
schools and a textbook on the acquisition and organization of materials
in the school library. It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate this liter-
ature fot its contribution to the field of technical services in school
libraries.

C entralize d Proc e ssin g

As previously mentioned, nine journal articles read for this survey
dealt with the subject of centralized processing. This type of affange-
ment for technical services is a relative newcomer to the school library field
with only a few such systems in operation throughout the country. The
journal articles on this subject consist largely of descriptions of the pro-
cedures used in various school systems where centralized processing
exists, i.e., Gary, Indiana; Dade County, Florida; Dearborn, Michigan;
Greensboro, North Carolina; and Madison, Wisconsin. Procedures for
centralized ordering, classifying, cataloging, and preparing school library
materials are described, and advantages and disadvantages of the methods
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in use are stated. Frequently, basic recommendations for establishing a
central cataloging department are listed, such as visits to study systems
in operation, making detailed plans for initiating the project, checking
times and cost studies, and developing policies for operation. The arricles
were written by school library supervisors who have been responsible for
initiating the procedures and school library department catalogers who
have directed the actual operations. Few of the reports give any sub-
stantial information about costs, either initial or operational. The most
complete information is given in an article by Bernice Wiese in the Fall
196r Southeastern Librarian. A symposium on centralized cataloging
appeared in the February ryg7 Library Journal, possibly as an atrempt
to provide information on a subject that at least with respect to school
libraries, had received little attention prior to rhis time. It is important
to note here that t}:re Standards f or School Library Programs, undoubtedly
the most important and influential publication on school libraries since
r945, states:

Centralized technical processing constitutes a form of cooperative planning
for school libraries that takes place before the establishment of a materials
center. When school systems have three or more schools, centralized processing
should be introduced.r

Apparently school library supervisors and school administrators who
have initiated centralized processing have experienced some difficulty in
persuading school libraries to accept the idea. School librarians frequently
mention that they like to do the cataloging, and problems have arisen
in reaching agreements on uniform pracrice, some librarians wishing to
classify books differently or to provide different subject headings. In this
writer's opinion, this statement provides one of the more valid reasons
for establishing centralized procissing. Schools librarians spend far too
much time "adapting" Wilson and Library of Congress cards to "meer
the needs of their libraries." This writer doubts that elementary schools
and high schools vary so much that a great deal of adjustment is neces-
sary. A high school curriculum and book collection is much the same
whether in Madison, \Misconsin, or Dade County, Florida, and barring
a few minor adjustments for local needs, Wilson cards can usually be ac-
cepted without change.

Another frequently-mentioned objection to cenrralized processing
is that school librarians may not take the time to examine new books and
thereby become as well-acquainted with the contents as they must in order
to catalog them. One supervisor writes:

In order that librarians in the schools may keep in close touch with their
new books, the processes of marking books, providing charge cards and pockets,
and otherwise readying books for shelves remains a responsibility of the indi-
vidual library.2

In short, the professional part of the work is done in the central processing
department; the clerical routine is left ro the librarian in the school.
iVlarking and pasting do permit close physical contacr but do nor guarantee
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awareness of content. Such practices as this defeat the purpose of the
system and have no place in the literature on the subject.

Another disadvantage frequently mentioned concerns the speed with
which books are made available to the user. It does not seem a valid as-
sumption that the individual school librarian can process books faster
than they can be done by a centra'l,ized processing department, but local
conditions may alter this.

Major advantages cited appeared to be released time for the librarian
to spend on reader services, the economy of a large scale operation, and
the fact that a higher quality of cataloging can be provided. The first two
advantages are obvious, but even in the library profession, {ew people
realize what a jack-of-all-trades the school librarian must be. He is an
administrator, teacher, counselor; he handles acquisitions, cataloging,
reader services, and public relations; he operates whac amounts to a
small business, and, in many cases, provides custodial services. He tells
stories, gives book talks, provides bibliographic service to the faculty, and
teaches students and teachers how to use the library. With the Pressure
of these assignments, it is not surprising that the quality of the cataloging
suffers.

If these articles were written for the purpose of convincing school
librarians of the merits of centralized cataloging, it might have been more
successful to include material from the point of view of the practicing
school librarian-the "what's in it for me" approach. Almost all articles
provided routine information about handling orders, ordering cards,
cataloging procedures, book delivery, etc., which becomes highly repeti-
tious if several articles of this type appear in the same issue of a periodical.

The American Association of School Librarians have proposed the
publication of a manual on centralized processing in school libraries and
have commissioned the Technical Processes Committee to write it. Al-
though it has not yet appeared, it is to be hoped that it will provide in-
formation on this subject of value to school librarians, school library
supervisors, and school administrators.

Time and Cost Studies

In addition to the very small amount of information about time and
cost of technical services in school libraries included in the teferences on
centralized processing, four additional journal articles dealt with this
subject. The first and most ambitious is a report of the Professional
Committee, School Library Association of Califorinia, Northern Section.s
This was an effort to conduct action research on a problem of concern to
school librarians. The purpose was to learn the amount of time spent by
school librarians on clerical duties in connection with cataloging and to
determine the average time necessary to catalog a book. Returns of the
questionnaire constituted 461o, only g6/o of which were usable in the
tabulation. No trial run of the questionnaire's validity for finding the
information called for was held. The fact that insufficient samples (ten
books) were used invalidates the conclusions (which nevertheless are
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The saving in terms of money is $z9.6o not to mention the comfort of re-
lying upon an authoritative source, but the main difference is the saving in
time . . . the time consumed without printed cards is 46 hours while the time
used with printed cards is g hours or a difterence of 37 hours.n

that well, and since in any case, the adaptations mentioned would. fre-
quently take a great deal more time, thus defeating the original purpose.

Catalog Code Reuision

one article concerned with school library technical services has ap-
peared in connection with catalog code revision. rt makes the essentiil
point that school libraries find littG to complain of in the draft cod.e since
many of the rules are nor applicable to the kind of collection found in a

T-hoot Iibrary and since many of rhe rules have been accepted in school
l ibraries, e.g., Rule r5:

Because school library collections are constantly changing, there are fewer
problems in converting from one set of catalog rules to another. There may well
be less need for recataloging, because some of the new rules are in accordance
with practices already in eftect in school libraries at the present time.8
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Cataloging-in-Source

A review of the Cataloging-in-Source report from the point of view
of the school librarian is presented in the Fall 196o issue of Library Re-
sources and, Technical Seruices. The Cataloging-in-Source project was
never a fair trial for school libraries since too few titles of the type
purchased by a school library were cataloged.

C lassification an d Sub i e c t H e a din gs

Two of the more interesting articles in this survey were written by two
editors of the Dewey Decimal Classification. Both discuss the classification
in terms of school and children's library needs. Haykin suggests two
reasonable solutions to the problem of classification in school libraries:

r. If school libraries are going to take advantage of the economy and the
quality of the classification numbers found in the Wilson and Library of Con-
gress cards, in the Standard Catalog series and other Wilson bibliogtaphic pub-
lications, in the ALA Boohlist and the like, they should follow the same Practice
and not deviate.

z. My advice is "shorten but do not deviate!" The H. W. Wison Company
uses the abridged edition of the Dewey Decimal Classification, the others the
full edition with limitation on length of numbers. There is no reason why
school librarians could not acquire, if they do not already Possest a sufficient
knowledge of the classification to enter in a copy of the full or the abridged
edition, which numbers they have used and at what point they have cut them.e

Many school librarians have indicated the need for a special school
edition of Dewey, but Custer found that: ". . . Because school library sys-
tems vary so much from one to another, no one norm could be defined for
school library needs ."10 Thus, the Editorial Committee determined
that there should be but one abridged edition, prepared to meet the needs
of all kinds of school libraries as well as those of small public, college,
and junior college libraries, of special libraries, and of individuals.

The third article in this group is a report of the studies of the AASL
Technical Processes Committee who made surveys of changes needed in
subject headings and classification numbers for improving school library
service. The conclusions of this Committee regarding the survey sum up
the whole theme of these three articles in the following statement:

If catalogs are to be truly useful for student grouPs and the teachers for
whom they are intended, it is imperative that librarians be continually alert
to needed future changes. They must be willing to translate new policies into
cataloging operations. It is up to school librarians as a whole to reach some
agreement upon common standards for school library cataloging.lr

Textboohs

The last two teferences to be discussed in this paper were presumably
intended as textbooks, although they could be used for other Purposes
as well. The first is a revision of a manual used as a course syllabus at
Chicago Teachers College and a cataloging manual for the Chicago Public
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School system. It covers basic cataloging ancl processing procedures carried

our in tiie Chicago elemenrary schoolJ and fives a brief introduction to

cataloging theorylExplanations for processing material in v-arious forms-

periocii.Js, books, etc.-are given with explanations of rules and sample

iarcls. The caraloging is highly simplified but well suited to the problems

of the elementary school. The material on subject headi_ngs is-inadequate,

and it seems unnecessary to provide a sePalate list of headings for in-

formation file material. Use oi an accession list is recommended, another

questionable practice. It occurs to th€ writer that manuals of this kind,

prepared for a particular school system, include much general material

coubred elsewheie, and time might be put to better use in connection with

other technical services problems.
The other textbook represents an unusual contribution to the school

library field.12 This book, written by a library instluctor, covers the ac-

quisition, organization, use and maintenatt.e of materials in the school

library. The iuthor suggests that it will be useful in the training of school

librarians and a refeit"nce tool for the librarian on the job' Detailed

instructions are given for nearly every task performed in technical

services. Six-and-one-half pages are clevoted to the preparation of the

accession entry and use of ihe accession record, with examples. Discussion

of the use of the readers'card-a practice rarely seen in school,libraries

occupies three pages. Much of the information in the book might be useful

*"r. it not foi the author's tendency to indicate that there is only one

right way to do things ancl the fact that a great deal of the material is no

longer valid. This is1 very parochial book and it is probably.-safe to con-

cluJe that the author has not visited many modern school libraries.

Sum tnary and Conclus ions

Publications in the field of technical services in school libraries since

rgbr are infrequent and deal primarily with centralized-Processing and

tii adaptation of procedures to meet the needs of school libraries. It is

worth n;ting thar oi the eighteen journal articles, only eight were included

in publicati6ns directed piimarily toward the school librarian-two in a

staie school library publication, one in School Libraries, and the re-

maining five in the'!unior Libyaries section of Library Jottrnal. only seven

of the i*.t-tty-on" references appeared before 1957, which may indicate

an increasing interest in the subject.
In answeiing the questions, are the references scholarly in any sense,

or do they maki any iontribution ro rhe field, it must be answered that,

in general, they do not. scholarly writing reqrfres orderliness and

thorlughness, accuracy and critical ability. Few of these references, in

the writer's opinion, possess these characteristics. It is difficult to under-

stand why miny of these items were published. Some of them, i.e., those

on the r.r'bje.t of centralized cataloging deal with a subject of much con-

cern and interest to leaders in school library development but contlibute

nothing beyond a few bald statements of "This is the way we -do it," a

fact thit cloes not guarantee the validity of the procedure. There is a
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great need for research in the school library field; we know so little atlout

iuhut *e shoulcl do or why we do the things we do. Until that research

is forthcoming, or until we find authors who can write on the subject
of technical services in school libraries with some wit and clarity, this

writer is inclined to recommend censorship.
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Cataloging Problems in Medical Libraries
Dn. \Mrr-rrtrna Mor-r-

Med,ical Librarian, School of Medicine

[Jniaersity of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va'

7a-tHIS PAPER ATTEMPTS to describe some of the special problems

I which medical libraries face in cataloging and classifying their

n-otaings. Due to the unusually large number of journals in medical

librariJs and the emphasis on t"i".tt materials, medical library collections

differ in *ury terf.cts from more genefal libraries. For this reason

the arrangem..rt u.ri treatment of the medical journals is-o-ne of the main

problems occupying the medical librarian. Other problerns relate to

methods of simptlnea classification for older monographs, the treatment

of symposia, and medical subject headings.
Wiih regard to medical journals, it is probably no exaggeratron

ro claim th-at about three-fourths of the holdings of most medical

libraries wilt be in the form of journals. Most medical librarians seem

to hold the view that it is more cbnvenient for the library patrons if the

journals are not classified, but arr
Therefore, current and retrospective
individual titles. In the case of chat
appears to be to shelve each title in
at time of publication. It is argued th
cope with the intricate rules of entry for journals, annual reviews, trans-

^.tio.r, or proceedings of societies, and other forms of serial publications

and. that an atphatreiical title arrangement will facilitate the locating of

these materials. It will also make for relatively simple record keeping on

the part of the library, which will maintain one central checking-in-and

holdings record on a visible file. In short, a library patron who-is looking

for a \iolume of the "Transactions of the Medical Society of London"

will best be served if he is informed that this item will be found in the

journal section of the library, under letter "T".

If it is accepted that shelving journals alphabetically by title is the

best method of iecording and arranging these materials for use, it follows

that a very large segmeni of medical library materials will be exempt from

traditionil .utulogi.tg. With regard to medical journals only a-brief cross

reference in the p-nt ti. catalog advising the reader to consult the "visible

fiIe,, or ,,Kardex'; for the holdings of a particular title will be necessary.

The great role which journal literature is playing in the medical

sciences iray be seen from the growing number of articles which are
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indexed annually in the Index Med,icrts, the current subject index which
is issued monthly by the National Library of Medicine and cumulated
annually by the American Medical Association. Index Mediczls contained
references to rp5,ooo articles in 196o and to r4o,ooo in 196r; there will be
about r55,ooo articles in r96z. By r964, r8o,ooo articles are to be covered
by this indexing service.

The second important difference between medical libraries and other
more general collections is the emphasis on recency. It requires no
further elaboration to point out that most physicians, anatomists, or
biochemists actively engaged in research are primarily interested in the
very latest publications and not in findings which were published fifty
years ago. This emphasis on recency also explains, in part, the importance
of the journal collection in a medical library, because reports of the
latest research findings will usually be published first in a scientific
serial and only much later in a monograph.

The National Library of Medicine which has issued a new classifi-
cation scheme lbr the clinical and pre-clinical subjects, the second
edition of which was published in 1956, has taken cognizance of this
ciernand for recent materials by providing for the arrangement of early
materials in century groups, according to date of imprint. Within
each class, the individual titles are arranged alphabetically by author.
The application of this concept means that a detailed subject classifi-
cation is given only to tit les published since r9r4. Materials published
before that date are given a broad or simplified classification. There-
fore, they must also be shelved separately. It appears that there has been
no serious objection to this policy on the part of the library patrons. Most
of the rgth century medical monographs are so much out of date that they
are usually only of historical interest, and there is no reason why these
books should usurp the space needed for recent imprints. As a matter of
fact, there have been suggestions that the breaking off point be moved
forward from rgr4 to rg3o or rg4o in order to rejuvenate the collection
and to focus on the more recent materials.

Another special problem which appears to play an imporrant role
in medical libraries concerns the cataloging of the various congresses,
conferences, workshops, symposia-in short the transactions or pro-
ceedings of scientific meetings. Much of the present medical literature
is being published in this form, and it may be assumed that medical and
scientific meetings will increase in number in the years to come.

The problern here seems to be that the A.L.A. rules of entry offer
a variety of possible entries which have made it extremely difficult for a
patron to find his materials in the caralog. How is he to know whether
a certain report of a meeting is to be found under the name of the editor,
the name of a society, foundation, business firm, university, hospital,
place in which a hospital or institution is located, or under the title of
the conference or symposium? There is a definite need for a simplification
of these rules. Moreover, it is hoped that the Library of Congr:ess, which
is looked upon by many medical librarians as the final authority in the
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field of descriptive cataloging, will desist from changing its entries for the

and used for electronic storage, indexing, and retrieval. At that stage

it will not marrer any more whether a pieie of information was originally

published as a monograph, pamphlet, or serial.

NATIONAL MICROFILM ASSOCIATION

,,Microreproduction: Key to International communication" is the theme of

the Nationai Microfilm's unn.,al convention, to be held April 3o-May z in

San Francisco's Sheraton Palace. Some 44 equipment manufacturers' dealers'

and others have reserved exhibit space.
Fo,r: registration blanks writ6 the Twelfth Annual Convention, National

Microfilm Association, P.O. Box 386, Annapolis, Md'

NYPL GAZETTES PROGRAM

ASupp lementaryca ta logof theNewYorkPub l icL ib rary 'sgazet tesPreserva-
tio., program has been issued, listing offrcial gazettes which have been micro-

nmeA airing 196z and added since ihe catalog of December.tg6ti J: 
it a spe-

cial effort -oi -id" ro film Africa and Asian gaiettes of countries which attained

independence during rg6e'
d.qo.rr, for the'ca"ralog of films available and other inquiries_ should be

addressed to the official Gazettes Program, Room ror, The New York Public

Librarv, Fifth Avenue and 4znd St', New York r8, N' Y'
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Xenolingual Cataloging of Foreign Books
RrcHnno J. HvuaN

Paul Klapper Library

Queens College
Flushing, N. Y.

T F DIFFICULTIES IN CATALOGING foreign, particularly non-
r roman alphabet books are great, our potential rewards are greater.
Nothing less than international union caralogs and bibliographies are
at stake. But cynics may relax; obstructions are still formidable. A. H.
Chaplin has pointed out rhat, even with our lack of a universal lan-
guage, it is still the structural rather than the linguistic problems that
block us: ". . . it is differences in choice and form of headings and in
the general arrangement of entries among themselves that constitute
the main obstacles to international use of catalogs and catalog cards."1

Progress is being made in defining these linguistic and srructural
problems. The r955 ISO/Rg Cyril l ic lransliterarion, though only one
of at least five such systems and perhaps not the best,2 was still the "first
internationally agreed system and as^such it has an importance aparr
from its content."s As for structural differences, the Paris, October, 196r
"International Conference on Cataloging Principles" has apparently
dented the wall between the Anglo-American Code and the Prussian
Instructions.a

It is therefore surprising, even shocking, that on a much simpler level
of bibliographic responsibility our American cards for foreign books,
non-roman alphabet especially, should be so inconsistent and bewildet
ing. Such cards may invalidate hard earned international agreements.
Before facing up to the structural and linguistic demands of international
cataloging, we should establish at home and abroad basic conventions

in his own language or alphabet all the basic cataloging data: author
(spelling and pronunciation); title (spelling, pronunciation); imprint
(place, publisher, date); collation; tracings for subject headings and
added entries?

Furthermore, our cards describe foreign books neither in their own
language nor in our own but in a fragmented variety whose parts make
up less than a whole, a variety which might be defined as neither native
nor foreign but just plain strange-or to coin a word, xenolingual, appro-
priately a Greek-Latin hybrid.
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eye be Chinese or Japanese evidently writren from left to right since
there seems to be an indention in that direction. If the reader knew the
significance of the kana syllabary when combined. with ideographs he
would at least recognize the language as .fapanese, though unfortunately
every Japanese tit le does nor need kana. (Card J6r-r34r, p. bzr, col.3,
tenth item, has had kana superimposed, presumably for filing purposes.)
This xenolingual Japanese card gives no English subject tracing 6 hinr
at the book's content. The joint editors are given in Japanese and roman-
ization, but the romanized title is unrranslated although it might inreresr

But to multiply examples would be fruitless. Nor does it help to
assume that xenolingual cards are for specialized libraries with trained

sonze patron's language or alphabet nor are non-English reading patrons
unheard of. When the Russian or Hebrew or Urdu card prepared in our
American library is used abroad, if only as a reference, the need for the
English gloss may be greater; it is the underdeveloped libraries that must
depend on senior libraries' bibliographic expertise. Neither can we con-
fidently claim a general knowledge of the more common non-English
tongues among American catalogers, as Mr. Dewton in his celebrated
article has demonstrated.lo
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Russian.l3 And international subject headings are not likely to- be

around the corner. In fact, when subject classification is needed in a

bilingual library, the solution seems t; be a classed catalog wtrich sub-

ordin"ates confliiting language claims and rigid verbal formulations to

purchased with the entries in published lists because the author is

difficult to recognize and it is not always possible to work out a tlans-

lation For the sake of the library itaif subject headings would be

needed even if we had them in the original because the foreignels expect

than the roman alphabet, one in the original language, and one in trans-

literation with the lanslated title in u ttote. This is not the practice of

either LC or NYPL, but I believe it is what most libralies need."le

The Boston Public Library in r9z7 was preparing cards for non-

roman character books with the main author e.ttry romuttized, the title

and author in the original if both appeared thus on the title page, and

title translated as well as transliterated'2o
This traditional concern of the public librarian for the non-English

reader has been recently restared by the Brooklyn Public Library's Fran-

cis St. John: ".. . aforeign book collection is worthwhile and justifiable

in terris of the public lifirary's function . . . Ours is the level of the ul-

t imate consumer."21
what catalogers do not unequivocally acknowledge is that every [or--

eign book unit lard has at least two ultimate consumers: the reader and

thi librarian. Often it is the larter whose need is greater. It is he who

suffers more from xenolingualism because more is demanded of him by

patrons with various language backgrounds.
Even our larger specialized libriries are no! immune to the hazards

of xenolingualisir thbugh their catalogs are reserved for special ethnic
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areas, like the NYPL's Slavonic or Jewish or Oriental Collections' catalogs
which must absorb respectively numerous non-Slavic, non-Hebraic, and
non-Asian works because for scholars the subject area rather than any
one language or script must be the governing consideration. In a catalog
where most books may be in the Cyrillic alphabet it is our English speci-
mens which are the foreigners.

Xenolingualism is encouraged by the understandable need to inte-
grate through English and/or roman headings a variety of foreign books
into a catalog whose official language is that of the host country. The
desire to save space, time" and money also suggests a consolidated multi-
lingual catalog though practice has not always followed suit. Some special
language libraries with xenolingual cards have neither wished nor been
able to avoid multiple catalogs. The East Asian Library at Columbia,
for example, has in its public area the following catalogs, though not
all designed for public use: a Japanese language card catalog, separate
author, subject, and title sequences with all headings romanized or in
English; a dictionary catalog, author-subject-title, for western language
works, of which duplicate cards are in the main university catalog in
another building; a catalog of Japanese National Diet Library cards
filed as if romanized and with some English headings, i.e. Thackeray,
William Makepeace; a Japanese authority file with romanized headings
and the Japanese characters written vertically at the right side; a Chinese
language catalog divided by author-title and by subject, the cards ar-
ranged alphabetically as if romanized.

On the other hand, the NYPL Oriental Collection catalog in the
public area combines all its Oriental (Far Eastern and Near Eastern)
and subject-related non-Oriental works in one alphabet under English
or roman alphabet headings for author, subject, title. (A few separate
trays contain respectivelv unromanized Chinese cards, chiefly author,
arranged by stroke count, and cards for Arabic titles in the original
arranged by Arabic alphabet.) Compare this with the NYPL Jewish
Collection with three major public catalogs including, besides a sequence
of roman alphabet author, subject, and title headings, two sequences in
Hebrew characters for Hebrew and Yiddish titles respectively arranged by
Hebrew alphabet.

The evidence thus seems to indicate that xenolingual unit cards func-
tion apart from economic factors and that it is certainly not on economic
grounds that xenolingualism is to be defended.

The cure for xenolingualism, as for obesity, may be difficult but it
is not complicated. Agreement in principle is required, first at the
national and then the international level, on the basic concept of the
multilingual catalog card; what data it should contain and in what
format to be of maximum benefit to all its users: the reader, the librarian,
the scholar, the bibliographer, any of whom may be ignorant of any
particular language-and we should include the non-reading reader
who wishes to study only illustrations or bindings or book production.
For this purpose, agreement need not be reached on an international
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chinese vertically on the right: "such a card may be filed according to

a purely Chinese system ni tit e any other card in an _ alphabetical

.utulog.';'o His suggestion was noteworthy for emphasizing the

possibllity of one .uiJ b"ittg used in at least two ways without change
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of heading. This writer's proposals for a true unit card include further
suggestions.2T

But these are incidentals. Whatever be the specific form of the true
multilingual card, it is imperative we reach an understanding of its
purpose and that this understanding be translated into internationally
acceptable standards. Xenolingualism must be recognized and overcome.
Otherwise our hoped-for international cataloging code may not have
cleared a relatively low but for all that a very real first hurdle.
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CAT:ALOG CODE REVISION

The ALA Catalog Code Revision commirtee met for two days just before

Midwinter 1969. Noel Sharp and Philip K. Escreet attended as rePresentatives

Paris statement and confusion for the user, would lesult in economic loss for

libraries adopting the rule.
In the 

""a, 
ih" Cornmittee decided not ro draw up a general rule but in-

Statement.
Other Midwinter decisions on corporate entry po icy were in conformity

with the IFLA Paris Statement. Next meeting of the Committee will be in the

two days preceding the Chicago Conference, and it is hoped that a British

delegate can attend this also.-Paul S. Dunkin.
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XEROX-914, Preparation of Multilith
Masters for Catalog Cards

Hennv D. Wnrreivrs andTuows lVnrrNnv
Library Photographic DePartment

Uniaersity of Cali,f omi'a, Los Angeles

A T THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles, the Photo-
r r graphic Department is making Multilith masters by Xerox-gr4 for
reproduction on four-up catalog card stock. The masters are fed through
the 9r4 machine in the same manner as the paper which they replace
for this operation. The masters used are the Colitho #bo, u product of
the Columbia Ribbon and Carbon Company at a cost of $5o.oo per
thousand. This is one of several masters approved by the Xerox company
for use in the gr4. The Colitho product is preferred because, for the
purposes of subsequent cleaning with steel wool, it is superior in that the
surface is rather soft and susceptible to being cleaned in this manner
without breaking through to the backing. (The latter is a serious problem
encountered in attempting to use the Addressograph-Multigraph zooo
series. This master has a beautiful, hard reproducing surface, but it is
this precise quality which apparently causes the steel wool to break
through the surface quite easily. Then when the master is stretched and
the run started on the Multilith machine, the water softens the break,
and the master goes to pieces.) The Colitho product, though slightly
more expensive than the others, has proven most satisfactory.

It is essential that the masters be cut and punched square. Some
difficulty was experienced with Multilithed cards coming back with call
numbers cut-off. It was found that when the masters were punched to
order at the company, a number of N{ultilith machine grip-holes at the
top were inadvertently punched off-square. This, of course, led to num-
bers being cut ofi as the master was subsequently clipped onto the mul-
ti l i th machine crooked.

Before loading the masters in the paper compartment of the Xerox
machine, the edges should be cupped and bent down-without creasing
dlsrn-5e that they will lie flat and not tend to miss-pufi. At one point
in the UCLA experience the very bottom two or three lines were blur-
ring. This was being caused by the flapping of the tail of the master as
it was passing under the 9r4 drum and was corrected by cupping and
folding the bottom edges so that they also lay flat. It is recommended
that the punched end of the master feeds into the machine last; that
the solid end lead through the machine in order to facilitate the air-
puff separation from the drum. However, we do not have any difficulty
with miss-puffs with the punched end going first so long as we have
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lar drum when ready to make the run. If the regular drum employed
in routine book copy work is also used for Multiith masters, it has to
De cleaned more often, because the masters wear grooves into it much faster

:li_i 
,l-" regular 

i"pe", and these lines show in the regular copy. The
drum lor masrers is maintained with occasional very Iight pn-iiitg ot
cleaning. with use, a drum tencls to permit *o.. 

"nd 
more'backgroirnd

tone.
The toner setting on the "print" rever is just slightly under the

normal setting for masters, or a setting of z. The rror.riul setting is ap-

lr-.:1]Til"1y l%. 
lt has been observed that for normat Xerox piinting

lneTperle.n:ed 
operators tend to gake copy much too dark. Copy shouid

?. 
jry, ligh.t enough to read easily but not rvith any background tone.

Regular daily cleaning habits must be established i,, 
"rirri 

rhe Xerox
machine, or it will be found that Multilith masters will fiave a grear
deal more background tone than the minimum obtainable with a clean
machine.

It takes about fifteen_copies on the 9r4 for any change in the toner
setting to take efiecr, so-rh-af the operatoi wt et ptJpntngito switch from
pub'li-c copy use to Multilith -"tiet reproductilrr,'-ou& the roner set-
ting from the nor-rnal r:rjilg.-fgr public purposes to the lighter setting
about go copies before vtuliitith inaster repioduction is to"begin. Thii
lis-tttg setting allows jor $e bleeding of the printing ink on tire Murti-
lithed card stock and herps to minimize the bactfround rone. Better
copy is also obtained by using the 9r4 in an air_condiiioned room.

Steel wool grade ffoo is used-for master cleanup; this takes about
one mrnute per master. The scotch tape jig has reduied the dark border
lines, somewhat reducing creaning time, tut it is also desirable to brush
lightly the whole master. It is iery difficurt to derermine how much

ely looking ar a master. Apparently
print much background tone. This,

;x,#:J"" *i,-#:il" l",n';:H lf;
Those libraries which operare their own Multilith equipment, of

course-, may find it easier to clean up with one of the wet ubrurirre agenrs
available from the colitho company or from Haroid Xerox. when one

:.t"jlt:::,:t::ling 
agents is used, the master musr. be ptaced immediately,

wnrle strll wet, on the Multilith machine for running. 
-

- one problem that arises is the occasional and tinpredictabre brurring
of a word or two on a master. This is caused by a drop of moisture on
the 9r4 drum, usually occurring on days when the h'umiditf is high.
This is a minor problem.

with regard to cosr,. the ch_arges of the ucLA Library photogtaphic
Department for producing and cleaning up the Multilitir -u.te^ totur
z8 cents _per master or I cents per card set. Additional charges incurred
at the University Mimeograph Bureau for running of theLaster and
cutting and punching of the cards total 25 cents pei master or 6r/o cents
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per card set. Add to this the cost of each average set of eight cards of
three cents. In this cost, of course, are not included any prorated charges

and filing of the LC proof sheets.

Regional Groups
BeneeRA Wrstrv, Chairman

Council of Regional GrouPs

Er IFTEEN REGIONAL GROUPS held meetings this fall on a variety
r of interesting subjects.

Phonograph records, their selection and processing at the East Cleve-
land Public Library, was discussed by the cataloger, Edith Clinton, at
the meeting of the Northern Ohio Technical Services Librarians.

At the biennial meeting of the Southeastern Regional Group of
Resources and Technical Services Librarians, Andrew Lasslo, De-
partment of Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, University of
Tennessee College of Pharmacy, spoke on Scientists, Librarians, and
Literature Resources. With technical literature increasing at the rate of
6o million pages a year, scientists and librarians must work together
to bridge the informational gap. More catalogers must be recruited and
cooperation must become a reality. He deplored the lack of liberal arts
education among scientists, and suggested that librarians could stimu-
late extra-curricular reading among them. Elizabeth Rodell spoke on
the activities of the Division and of the office of the Executive Secretary.

The Resources and Technical Services Section of the Kansas Library
Association heard Earl Farley, Chief, Preparations Department, Uni-
versity of Kansas Libraries, give an illustrated talk on Library Copying
Methods.

The Arkansas Resources and Technical Services Group heard a panel
discussion on Catalog Code Revision. With William Vaughn, Arkansas
Polytechnic College, serving as moderator, Florence Carmichael, Hendrix
College Library, Mrs. Coleman, and Wilma Ingram, Scott-Sebastian
Regional Library, reviewed the implications of the proposed code for
college, high school, and public libraries respectively.

At a joint luncheon meeting, the Iowa Library Association Resources
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and Technical Services Section and the College and University Section
heard three speakers on Serials lfoday and Tomorrow. Wendell Alford,
Serials Librarian, State College of Iowa, presented an ideal of one na-
tional dealer for all types of serial publications. Sallie Helm, State Uni-
versity of Iowa, commentecl on the value and use of New Serial Titles,
Union List ol Serials, third edition, and the British Union Catalogue ol
Periodicals. Maurice Boatman, Grinnell College, reviewed Machine
Procedures for Serials at the University of California, San Diego, and
the University of Illinois, Chicago.

Donald H. Kraft, IBM Corporation, Chicago, gave an illustrated talk
on Data Processing Equipment for Library use in Clerical Tasks and
Dissemination of Information before the Illinois Library Association
Resources and Technical Services Section. He described various equip-
ment and what it could do in the library, and Selective Dissemination
of Information (SDI) whereby a user's interests are stored and matched
to incoming material.

The Potomac Technical Processing Librarians Programed three
speakers. Dorothy Sinclair, Enoch Pratt Free Library, talking on Public
Library Book Selection Policy, stated that a written policy is best and
described how Enoch Pratt's policy had been evolved from committees
assigned to subject areas. From observations made on a three week visit
to Russia, Samuel Lazerow, National Library of Medicine, described
Soviet Acquisition Policies. A free legal deposit makes 7b-roo free copies
available to libraries. A series of Library Collector Agencies purchases
other books. There is a domestic exchange system and one foreign ex-
change agency. All selection and cataloging is highly centralized and
conforms to the ideological and political pattern. Public Law 48o,
described by Robert D. Stevens, Library of Congress, provides that U. S.
owned foreign currencies may be used to acquire and catalog foreign
publications for distribution to American research libraries. This pro-
gram is in operation in India, Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic,'
with plans for extension to five other countries.

Cooperative Cataloging and Processing in Southern California was
the topic presented by a panel to the Southern California Technical
Processes Group. Keith Abbott, City Manager of Whittier, discussed the
legal aspects of the Joint Powers Act as an aid to libraries and explained
that city administrators want the best possible services at the lowest pos-
sible cost. Katherine Walton, Orange County Free Library, vielved co-
operative processing as important for reference service to the public.

John Grieder, Orange County Free Library, related his use of time and
motion studies and the need for work quotas.

The Catalog Section of the Wisconsin Library Association met jointly
with the College and University and Reference Sections to hear Victor
Schaefer, Notre Dame University, speak on the New Catalog Code. He
reviewed the history of cataloging codes and discussed the proposed one.
At its business meeting the Section amended its constitution and changed
its name to the Technical Services Section.
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A Procedure for Dividjng the Catalog
Without Interrupting Seivice "

Lroyo A. Kneurn, Director
Technical Seruices Diai,sion

Pomona Public Library
Pomona, Calif ornia

!

It,?|g]ttoN 
IS..MADE to ctivi<te the l ibrary's card catatog, then anr rmportant consideration will be determining ih. *ea.rs for aicomplish-

ing this task in the shortest possible time, in o--rde, to avoid interruption
of service.

one library reportsl that the division took ress than amonth, anorher
a week.2 The University of california, where the d.ivision was efiected
first within each rray, took six monthsu-arthough the final separation
was completed over one week end. Inconvenienle to the user was not
considered to be great. In all these cases, remedial work and the pro-
vision of additional entries was undertaken concurrently with the divi-
sion work' The additional entries required by a divided'catalog fall into
certain clear caregories_ (autobiogruphi., foi example), anJ ?his work
can be undertaken working from the shelf rist-after,'or indeed, if de-
sired, before the actual diviiion of the catarog. Given sufficient advanced
planning, it is possible to divide a_-catalog o"f 3oo trays during.a single
day. If possible, pick a day when the librarvls cloied.

The first step is to study a randor
the proportion of cards that will fall
experience 

_a five per cent sample 1
termining the size of the two ,r.* .i
to determine the average empty spa,
assign a segment of trays to eu.i. lrra
assignments should noi be equal, but
and end of the alphabet, and progressir
reasoning here is that.if the assignments were equal, then the nex[ srage
of the project.(coruolidation o{ the cards remaining in the trays) could
not begin until this first step had been entirery coirpreted. witn smail
card-pulling assignmenrs per individual at the begintrirrg und errd of the
alphabet, rhese areas wiil be comprered early, andlhe coisolidation work
can commence and run concurrently with the balance of the card pulling.
If a one-day project is contemplared, no more than t*"rrry t*yJ rnorrta
be assigned to one individual.

Let us assume that it is desired to form an author-titre catalog in the
first part of the existing catalog, and a subject catalog i" tt e .-eluirrirrg
part. From the sample, determine the number of triys to be requirei
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by each of the new catalogs. The
subject cards in the sample will be tt
title trays to subject trays. From this
two catalogs is determined. In this pl
of the catalog, up to the Point of t
encountered ind-all subjeit guide cards. Those working in the second

area (the area of the future iubject catalog) pull author-title cards and

guidei. The cards are collecred in boxes 1nd the boxes labelled and

lssembled. in alphabetic order, the author-title cards in one area' the

subject cards in another.
hh. ,r"*, step, of course' is the shifting of the cards left in the trays-

author-title entries in the first part, and- subject entries in_ the second'

The author-title cards are shifted toward the beginning of the alphabet'

starting at A. And the subject cards are shifted toward the end' working

from Z"backwards. The reason for undertaking the shifting in two places,

instead. of one, is to make it possible to utilize two peoPle at thrs stage'

thereby cutting the time of this operation in half' It does not seem to be

possible to use more than two.
During the shifting oPeration il

occupied in each tray, in accordance
to fill the planned area. Of course,
will be modified to make logical bre
as the work propgesses. Shifting and
that were left in the catalog is cor
reached. From this point on, the aut
boxed are reintroduced into the cat
subject cards remaining in the catal
Z, the division point is reached. Fr

subject cards are refiled. With this, r

nent labels, the project is completed.
Of course. even with the best o

is not likely to come out precisely as

any necessary reshifting can be kept
connection, by consolidit ing the sub
bet, and the author-title cards from t

of having to make some readjustme
two catalogs will meet. If we were t<

the authorl-title and the subject catalogs, we would face the possibility

of having to make adjustments and reshift in two areas'
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Phonograph Records in Serials
Hannv R. Sr<nrunup

Engineering Librarian
State Uniaersity of Iowa, Iowa City

NEW METHOD of phonograph record distribution began in
rg55 with the introduction of records manufactured from a modi-

fied super-thin cellulose triacetare film. With this film, a durable, single-
faced, high-fidelity recording could be pressed on materials such as paper,
wood, or cloth and a million copies cheaply mass-produced if desiied.
Merchandizers were quick to use recordings made in this manner as
premiums and for advertising purposes, and many methods were em-
ployed in distributing their recordings. llhe most successful, perhaps,
was on the backs of wheaties cereal boxes. Another medium of distriEu-
tion which could be readily adapted was rhe popular magazine. Needless
to say, recordings soon appeared in a few popular magazines, and forth-
with was added another quirk to the already rather full bag of serial
idiosyncracies.r

The concept of phonograph record inserrs was expanded in 1958
with the appearance of publications which were magazines in format
and frequency but which could be played on a phonograph without
removing the records from the periodical. Apparently beginning with
Sonorama in France, other see-and-hear periodicals soon appeaied in
Europe and America. The first two in the United States were Echo, a
Magazine of Sight and Sound, and Liaing Music. In format, these
periodicals were small and spirally bound, so that the covers ancl pages
could be turned back-to-back in order to play the recordings on a siuna-
ard-size turntable. The contents were made up of text and illustrations
and included several recordings that could be played at 33Vc rpm, unlike
the earlier novelty records which were usually made to be played at 7g
rpm.2

Echo attempted to include more than just music records and pre-
sented, among other things, items of some literary interest. thus, li-
braries or collectors interested in .|ames Thurbei, D. H. Lawrence,
Brendan Behan, and possibly others by or about tvhom articles and
recordings occurred in Echo, would want to add these unique contribu-
tions as part of -their collections. In any event, de€nitive bibliographies
of the persons feat.red in Echo could not be complete without ihese
references.

Whatever the value or importance of the phonograph recorcl maga-
zine, the problems of its preser-varion or use in libraiiei should be reia-
tively simple, as the recordinp;s were not intended to be removed from
the text. Frowever, recordings that are inserted in conventional periodi-
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cals and have to be removed in order to be played present several
problems for both technical- and public-service librarians. There really
is no question as to whether they deserve special handling, for such
inserts have passed from the gimmick level in popular magazines to
serious supplementary materials in technical periodicals. For example,
Design Nezus has a series of articles called "sounds of Industry" which is
accompanied by inserted thin recordings which auditorily illustrate the
points brought out in the printed articles by presenting the actual sounds
of ball bearings, fans, pumps, motors, etc. BeII Laboratori.es Record used
a recording in a recent article to illustrate more fully how a comPuter
can be made to synthesize human speech, and L'Homme; Reuue Fran-
gaise d'Anthropologie had an accompanying recording in its first volume.

Since these inserted recordings are integral parts of their respective
publications, they must be given special attention. The librarian needs
to detect, remove, mount, record, file, and otherwise preserve these
recordings if the maximum information is to be obtained from the
articles which they supplement. Because of their uniqueness and the
ease of removal, they unfortunately invite theft. Thus the recordings
must be found and removed before being stolen, lost, or damaged; or at
least before binding. If the recording is not a rigid disc, it needs to be
mounted on cardboard or some other hard surface so that it will not be
torn or damaged when used. Some note should be made either on the
catalog card or in the piece concerning the recording, and the recording
filed in some accessible location. Design Nezus mentioned having limited
supplies of reprints (ofiprints) of its recording-articles, as did Echo; how-
ever, if replacement issues are obtained from a dealer or elsewhere, they
should be collated for the recordings.

Photo reproduction of these articles for interlibrary loan or other
purposes is, of course, limited to the printed text, and some other arrange-
ment for lending the recording itself would have to be made. The newer
records can be rolled up into a cylinder and mailed in a mailing tube-
this being one of the advantages and means of mass distribution of this
kind of recording.a

From the standpoint of bibliographic control, the various national
and specialized periodical indexing and abstracting services should pro-
vide some note or abbreviation for recordings inserted in the periodicals
analyzed, as the records are often unnumbered, and users of these refer-
ence sources would not be aware of the inclusion of a recording until
they saw the article or received notice of it via interlibrary loan.

The problems outlined above also more or less apply to periodicals
which include or are issued as tape recordings, e.g., Lautbibliotheh der
Deutschen Mundarten, and Audio lournal of Dentistry. While discs and
tapes may be presently limited to those periodicals that have the funds,
facilities, or need to have them accompany their printed text, there
probably will be more experimentation and technical improvement along
these lines in the future, and librarians should be aware of this develop-
ment.
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REVIEWS

Rescoe,AStan. catalogingMadeEasy. the various forms and examples are
3d ed. Scarecrow Press, rg6e. aro based upon questions asked by stu-
pages. $5.oo. dents in the Technical Processes classes

at least one person who is interested in commendable, but the awareness of the
a. boo\ that will explain and simplify simplicity needed seems ro be lacking.
the rules and procedures for catalog- Although intended for small librarie-s,
ing. with such a marker ir does seem the catilog cards are quite detailed.
that a good cataloging book could They are much more elaborate than
become a best seller. is uually recommended for such li_

Mr. Rescoe explains in his Preface braries. Full cutter numbers are used,
that "the aims are the interpretation even for fiction. The use of e to des-
of the existing rules and current trends ignate oversize books is recommended.
for ,the cataloging of books and non- Brackets are used extensively. The use
book materials; and to present a use- of collation and the inclusion of de-
ful instruction aid to the teaching of tailed paging, facsim, col pl., and cm.
cataloging, and an aid to the cataloger are given. Place is used in ihe imprint.
in a small library," The book does All of these seem too elaborate and
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ginning with Abbreviations and end-
iog 7b subjects later with Yearbooks.
Under each subject are the rules fol-
lowed by an example card illustrating
the point. In addition to the simplified
versions of some of the ALA and LC
rules for entry, there are explanations
of other terms and procedures used in
the cataloging process such as Added
Edition, Call Number, Capitaliza-
tion, Collation, Contents, Geographical
Headings, Illustrations, Imprint, Punc-
tuation, Sequels, Series, Shelf List, Sub-
ject Cards, and Title Cards. An Index
of 5o pages is included and leads one
to the rule and/ot the form and page
number.

It is interesting to note that this is
the third edition. It was first published
in rg5e as Technical Process contain-
ing r75 pages. In 1956 it was issued as
Technical Processes Simplified, r03
pages. This third edition was pub-
lished as Cataloging Made Easy, zro
pages.-Clari.be.I Sommeruille, Public
Library of Des Moines, Iowa.

Schultheiss, Louis A., Culbertson, Don
S., and Heiliger, Edward M. Ad'
aanced Data Processing in the Uni-
uersity Library. New York, The
Scarecrow Press, 196z. 388 p. $to.oo.

Here, in book form, is the final te-
port of the University Library Infor-
mation Systems Project of the Uni-
versity of lllinois, Chicago. The
authors are all members of the li-
brary staff; Mr. Heiliger is the Uni'
versity Librarian, Mr. Schultheiss is
now head of technical services, and
Mr. Culbertson is now head of data
processing. The work reported here
was started in 196o and completed in
early 196z. A grant of $5o,ooo was ob-
tained from The Council on Library
Resources. Outside consulting ($go,ooo
worth) was contracted for with the
General Electric Company, Defense
Systems Department, Information Sys-
tems Operation, represented by C.
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Dake Gull and GregorY P. Williams.
The book is divided into two al'

most equal sections; the first consisting
of the-report, in nine chaPters, the

second containing six appendices'
Within these nine chaPters the au-

thors present a brief history and gene-

sis of their project. They carefully
point out that theirs is a "paper sys'

tem" and has yet to be imPlemented.
They continue with a chaPter devoted
to a "philosophy of service" based

upon a "philosophy of purpose." This

is followed with descriptions of their

investigations, their methodology of
gathering data and of their Present
routines in the serials-acquisitions, cat-
aloging, and circulation dePartments.
Thev then present the results of their

investigations, a lengthy summary of

the General Electric rePort, and a

brief description of some document
retrieval systems and facsimile trans-

mission systems. The concluding chap
ter contains some of their criticisms
of the consultants' rePort and their
recommendations for implementation
of the project, The appendices con-

tain the flow charts, short essaYs bY

library stafi members, sample reference

questions, mathematical models for

estimating costs of various data proc-

essing machine routines' a discussion
of multiplying library catalogs, and,

finally, a bibliography on library mech-

anization.
Librarians of academic libraries

should find the sections on the Phi-
losophy of service and philosophy of

p,ltpo.e, the utilization of a permuted

subject heading index, the technique

of flow-charting, and the discussions of

the authors' findings and conclusions

of major significance.
This book should definitelY be read

by every librarian concerned with im-

proving library oPerations, cutting

losts and increasing the efficiency of

technical services, and providing new

and improved readers' services. The

significance of the volume in review
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lies chiefly in the orienrarion it pro-
vides toward the major application of
mechanization and automation to li-
brary operations. This is not a "how-
to" book; in fact, I considered it a
"how-not-to" book. ft will prove diffi-
cult to some, if nor to many, but will
provide stimulating and challenging
reading. Sorne parts of it could be
labelled unsophisticated, if not down-
right naive, while other secrions pre-
sent important central concepts in a
very knowledgeable manner. I found
the chapters on the findings of the
study and on proposed systems the
most valuable and illuminating. On
the other hand I quesrion the rele-
vancy of the inclusion of discussions
concerning different document and in-
formation rerieval systems. I wished
that more emphasis had been placed
on the [acility of high-speed cornpurers
to provide fast, accurate searching,
sorting, and ordering of data and to
provide fast printouts of desired for-
mats. It is these computer facilities
which, when properly exploited, wi l l
provide librarians with new capabil-
ities of control and interpretation of
their l ibrary col lect ion. I  should l ike
to point our to the uninformed reader
that in many circles the IBM r4or sys-
tem is considered inadequate for manv
proposed and some existing compu-
terized library operations. Our own

experiences at UCSD show that a team
of librarians and programmers, work-
ing closely together, can cope with
library automation problems. The li-
brarian's part, primarily, is to, define
his operations and his goals as pre-
cisely as possible to the programmer,
who then writes the necessary instruc-
tions for machine operation. We do not
feel that it is too important to insist
upon librarian-programmers, or pro-
grammer-librarians for that matter.

In spite of its many minor faults,
omissions, and unevenness in presen-
tation, this book will rank as an
important contibution ro rhe rapidly
approaching new era in library man-
agement. It is the first major con-
tribution devoted primarily ro the
development of the mechanization of
library operations and is not ro be
confused with the many books whic-h
have preceded it on documentation and
information processing. Librarians have
looked in vain in these books for
possible applications of data process-
ing to library operations as they exist
today. In this book they will find
such applications, not reduced to prac-
tice, but at least in the planning stage.
-George Vdoain, Head, Publ{c Seru-
ices Department, Uniuers;ty Library,
Uniaersity of California, San Diego,
La tolla, California.
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REVISION OF ALA FILING RULES

T h e S u b c o m m i t t e e o n A L A R u l e s f o r F i l i n g C a t a l o g C a r d s ( s e e L R T S '
Winter, r969, p. 7o) which is studying the need foi revision and simplified rules'

will welcome for.'.o-rn"rrs and su[gestions. Information is being sought par-

ticularly on the following questions:

r. Patterns of arrangement for a new edition of the filing code' Which of

the following would you prefer?
(a) A singlJ.et of reco-mended rules (without alternative rules)' -

ifi e ti"[r" set of recommended rules together with a]ternative,s relatins
' 

to certain filing problems. Perhaps show in some way which alterna-

tives logically go together'
(c) A single set-oi rules, including alternative rules where aPProprrate'

without recommending anY'
(d) Two, or more, sets of".ules in one uolume, each set complete' includ-

itg only the rules appropriate to a Particrrlar *It:"T 9f 
filing' e'S'

,tr'uight ulphabetical disregarding punctuation; alphabetic' regarding

Punctuation; grouped or class arrangements' etc'

(e) 
-Same 

as (d) but eaih set of rules published separately'

r357 Broadway, Denver 3, Colorado.

FREDERIC G. MELCHER, r879'195j'

Frederic Melcher, chairman of the R. R. Bowker company and Editor oI

Publishers' Weekly, died March 9, at the age of 83.

It is with a feeling of great loss that we report this. Mr. Melcher has been,

over sixty years, a strength-in the book world and a warm friend of librarians as

well as of publishers and dealers. This leaves an emptiness which will be perma-

nent.
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Expert Service on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for

Alt ilBRARtts
a

Fcxon's librorions Guide
lree on request

a
For -the very best subscription
service at competitive prites-
ask about our Till Foibidden
plan.

,*

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
83-91 Froncir Street Borton 15, Mott.

Continuous librory Service
Since 1886

Subiect Guide lo Microforms

NEW FREE

MICROCARD/MICROFICHE,/

MICROFILM CATALOG
The Cdtalos ol Microcard Publicatiots, No 4, is
now available for distribution to librarians and
scholars without charse This 88-pase catalos lists
thousands of publications, both atphabetically and
by subject, which are currenUy available on Micro-
cards and other microforms Th€re is, in addition,
a section devoted to the latest Microcard/nicrofiche
readins, print-out, and storase equipmenb SEND
FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY

MICROCARD

EDITIONS, INC.

.r';ii'

::;..8

' r::: i
:.r:;l

$e NSURE fi _.
C)F 

'q0
OF

RMATIONi*

TO HELP YOU
RECOGNIZE - AND GET -

CERTIFIED TIBRARY BINDING
There is only ONE LIBRARY BINDING
whether you obtain it for rebound books, peri-
odicals, or prebound new books.
LIBRARY BINDING - the very term - means
a process exclusive for library use which Cer-ti'
fied Library Binders warrant' and which provides
maximum circulation and service from every
volume bound to the rigid Library Binding
Insritute Standard.
Our Treasure House consists of new material
for your guidance.

1. HANDBOOK OF LIBRARY BINDING
(r96t>

2. STANDARD FOR LIBRARY BINDING
(Revised 1963)

3 .  COMPLETE MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
(1963)

4. CURRENT POSTERS FOR LIBRA.
PROMOTION

5. SET OF COLORED SLIDES "THE A
THAT BINDS''

6. l6rnm SOUND, COLOR FILM "THE
ART THAT BINDS''

All available without charge from

1IBRARY BINDING INSTITUTE
160 State St,, Boston, Mass.



Latin American Cooperative

Acquistions Project
(LACAP)

Orders for Latin American publications may be placed for

material from a particular country or for titles published in

a specific subject area. Further details on request'

STECHBRT-HAFl\ER, Ine.
FOUNDED IN NHW YORK I872

f he lll o rld' s leading I nte rnationa I I oo kselle rs
3l Eqst I Oth Street, New York 3, N. Y.

Ready Now-An UD-dated, Enlarged
Sixth Edition !

Directory of
Business and Financial Services

Mary A. McNierney, Editor
A Pnolncr oF THE BusrNsss ewo FrNeNcr DrvrsroN

Formerly tirled Handbooft of Commercial, Financial and lnformation
Seruices, this selective listing of newsletters, bulletins, reports, and other
published services in the fields of business, economics, and finance has

been a standard reference source since 1924. The sixth edition describes
approximately 1050 services issued periodically with regular supplements
by about 500 publishers. Coverage and scope of each service, plus fre'
quency of publication, forrnat, and price, are reported. For the first time

i Umi-ted number of technical titles are included, but, as previously, the

emphasis is on marketing, investment, insurance, bankingn trade, tax4-
tion, and other economic services. Detailed subject and publisher-service-
author indexes, plus blank pages for additional notes.

208 pages Cloth Couer 1963 fi6'50

Special Libraries Associatiolr
31 East loth Street, New York 3



THIS /S A READER
AND A REVOLUTION !

YERSAITIE - The new Micro l l l
w i l l  reod Microcords ond other
opoques up to 5"  x  8" ,  ond wi lh
i ts  f i lm i l luminotor  ot lochment* ,
wil l reod microfiche ond iocketed
microfi lm os well.

PORIABIE - This compocl l i tt le
reoder folds inio its own self-en-
c los ing cose,  weighs iust  672 lbs. ,
yet offers lorge (8" x 91/z"l screen
reoding ond precis ion componenls,

ECONO/I4|CAI - Priced for pur-
chose by indiv iduols os wel l  os in-
s l i iu t ions ond industry ,  lhe Micro
l l l  is  only  $, |29.95.  For  o f ree bro-
chure wr i te  to Dept .  L ,  Microcord
Corporotion, Wesl Solem, Wiscon-
s in.  (  *  Opi ionol  o l  ext ro cost . )

Free Plonning Guide -  l f  you ore con-

s i de r i ng  m ic ro fo rms  f o r  i ndus l r i o l  o r  i n -

s t i t u t i ono l  use ,  t h i s  p l onn ing  gu ide  w i l l

help you.  l l  descr ibes microform sys-

tems in terms of  costs,  oppl icot ions,  ond

f lexib i l i t ies.  Wri te to Dept.  L for  your

f ree copy.
l r n ,M  ICROCARD"

T I.ICORPORATION
LIlSl9!919J 
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Now. .. iil new process that affixes
call number labels with the

longest, strongest bond yet devised !
Watch:

lnsert
a typed or  le t tered cal l  number labe.
into specia l  t ransparent  p last ic  s leeve

Cut
the sleeve to the width of the label and

peel  of f  the backing on the adhesive s ide

Position Seal
the protected cal l  number label  onto and laminate label  at  one and the same

the book 's  spine,  press down l ight ly  t ime wi th the l ightweight  heat ing uni t

That's Bro-Dart's new Plasti-Kleer'
call number label sealing process.

It heat-seals and laminates simultaneously
... holds even on problem bindings!

Write for full information todaY:
Dept.  754D, 55 Ear l  St . ,  Newark 14,  New Jersey
1888 S. Sepulveda Blvd. ,  Los Angeles 25,  Cal i f .
Bro.Dart  Industr ies (Canada) Ltd.
520 King Street ,  West,  Toronto 28,  Ontar io



For Libraries Thot WanI Qvality
Bookbinding

BtltlKBINDING CORP.

Speciolisfs in the Binding and Rebinding

of Books qnd Periodicols

Serving Institutionol, Public
And Reseorch librories

Since l9O5

We Hqve Moved-Our New Address ls
32-15 37th Avenue

Long lslond City 1, New York
STillwell 4-5300

In Nossqu ond Suffolk

lVonhoe 3-9534

In New Jersey

Mfrchell 2-5374




